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Responsibility for The Committee for. Economic Development is

CED Statem
an independent research and educational orga

ents
-

nization of two hundred business executives and
on National Policy educators. CED is nonprofit, nonpartisan, and

nonpolitical. Its purpose is to propose policies
that wili help to bring about steady economic

growth at high employment and reasonably stable prices, increase pro-
ductivity and living standards, provide greater and more equal opportunity
for every citizen, and improve the quality of life for all. A more complete
description of the objectives and organization of CED is to be found in
the section beginning on page 120.

All CED policy reiommendations must have the approval of the Re-
search and Policy Committee, a group of sixty trustees whose names are
listed on these pages. This Committee is directed under the bylaws to "initi-
ate studies intothe principles of business policy and of public policy which
will foster the full contribution by industry and commerce to the attain-
ment and maintenance" of the objectives stated above. The bylaws empha-
size that "all research is to be thoroughly objective in character, and the
approach in each instance is to be from the standpoint of the general wel-
fare and not from that of any special political or economic group." The
Committee is aided by a Research Advisory Board of leading social scien-.
tists and by a small permanent professional staff.

The Research and Policy Committee offers this statement as an aid in
bringing about greater understanding of the interrelated policy problems
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facing commercial broadcasting, public broadcasting, and cable television,
and of actions necessary for achieving diversity in a period of tran-
sition from scarcity to abundance in electronic communications. The Com-
mittee is not attempting to pass judgment on any pending specific legisla-
tive proposals; its purpose is to urge careful consideration of the objectives
set forth in the statement and of the best means of accomplishing those
objectives.

Each statement on national policy is preceded by discussions, meetings,
and exchanges of memoranda, often stretching over many months. The re-
search is undertaken by a subcommittee, assisted by advisors chosen for
their competence in the field under study. The members and advisors of the
Subcommittee on the Economic and Social Impact of the New Broadcast
Media, which prepared this statement, are listed on page 6.

The full Research and Policy Committee participates in the drafting of
findings and recommendations. Likewise, the trustees on the drafting sub-
committee vote to approve or disapprove a policy statement, and they
share with the Research and Policy Committee the privilege of submitting
individual comments for publication, as noted on this and the following
page and on the appropriate page of the text of the statement.

Except for the members of the Research and Policy Committee and the
responsible subcommittee, the recommendations presented herein are not
necessarily endorsed by other trustees or by the advisors, contributors, stag
members, or others associated with CED.

CHARLES KELLER, JR.
JAMES R. KENNEDY
PHILIP M. KLUTZNICK

'R. HEATH LARRY
RALPH LAZARUS

'ROBERT D. LILLEY
F1AN1CLIN A. LINDSAY

'OSCAR A. LUNGIN
G. BARRON MALLORY
THOMAS B. MCCABE
GEORGE C. MCGHEE

CHARLES A. MEYER
'ROBERT R. NATHAN
ALFRED C. NEAL
JOHN A. PERKINS

'HOWARD C. PETERSEN
"G. WREDE PETERSMEYER
R. STEWART RAUCH, JR.
PHILIP D. REED
JAMES Q. RIORDAN
MELVIN J. ROBERTS
WILLIAM M. ROTH

ROBERT B. SEMPLE
WILLIAM C. STOLK
WAYNE E. THOMPSON
LESLIE H. WARNER
ROBERT C. WEAVER
SIDNEY J. WEINBERG, JR.

'HERMAN L. WEISS
FRAZAR B. WILDE
THEODORE 0. YNTEMA

1/ Voted to approve the policy statement but submitted memoranda of comment, reservation, or dissent orwished to be associated with memoranda of others. See pages 89 to 112.
9/ Voted to disapprove this statement.
3/ Abstained from voting.
Note/ A complete list of CED trustees and honorary trustees follows page 120. Company or inctitutional associ-ations ore inciuded for identification only; the organizations do not share in the responsibility borne by theindividuals.
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II Purposes of
this Statement

This statement by the CED Research and Policy Committee is an
earnest effort by a group of business executives and educators to come
to grips with vital issues of national communications policy. The decision
to venture-into a field that has long been the domain of specialists stemsfrom an increasing awareness that the electronic media play a critical role
in determining the shape of the economy and the society. Citizens rely
heavily on television and radio for news, information, and entertainment,and the nation's economic system is greatly dependent on these media
for marketing its goods and services.

\ Our concern about the complexities and delicate aspects of the sub-
ject caused us first to establish a task force that met in early 1971 to assess
CED's potential contribution to the policy discussion in this field. This
group was composed of twenty-eight representatives of business, in-
cluding the commercial broadcasting and allied electronics fields, public
broadcasting, educational and research institutions, and citizens groups.
The choice of broadcasting and cable television as a subject of study was
given unanimous support by this task force. Moreover, the task force
found CED particularly qualified to lend what one member called "a
combination of vision and objectivity plus hard business reality."

Although vigorous dissent is documented in footnotes, I believe that
this statement, .Broadcasting and Cable Television: Policies for Diversity
and Change, fully validates the decision of that panel. Its proposals focus
on commercia.l broadcasting, public broadcasting, and cable t<slevision as
three critical elements in an emerging abunaance in communications. It
is the Committee's view that problems in the communications field are
part of a fabric of interwoven policy issues and that the manner in which
they are resolved can strongly influence future patterns of American
business, education, and entertainment.

An-abundance in electronic communications, made possible by cable,
satellites, video cassettes, and other advancing technologies, raises large
questions about the importance, costs, and benefits to society of a prolifer-
ation of media, channels, and voices; the proper degree of government
regulation; and the roles that each of the various media should play in
serving the public interest. We do not claim to furnish long-term answers
to such questions. The strong differences among some members of the
Committee illustiate the difficulty of resolving policy issues in this field.
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Yet, the Committee has successfully forged a consensus for recommenda-
tions that provide at least a sound basis for public discussion.

Recognizing that changes in communications policy will not proceed
in an orderly fashion according to a specific timetable, the report suggests
certain practical steps that should be taken to ease the difficult transition
from the present economic and regulatory policies designed for an era of
scarcity of communications channels to policies geared to an era not
limited by such constraints.

The recommendations embody several common themes. We empha-
size the need for research, analysis, and experimentation during the period
of transition. We suggest gradually diminishing government regulation
and increasing competition among the technologies as experience about
the impact of such changes is accumulated and evaluated. We stress the
need for the media to establish goals and specific objectives that will not
only help them to determine their place in a national communications
system but also provide the public with a yardstick for measuring their
performance. Finally, we emphasize the requirement for greater public
participation in shaping our communications system.

Specifically, we view over-the-air commercial broadcasting as a
means of meeting >mass-audience requirements for news and entertain-
ment. We emphasize that it is in the self-interest of commercial broad-
casters to be more responsive to changing demands from the public. An
enlightened sense of social responsibility should lead the broadcast media
to deal voluntarily with controversial issues such as violence on television,
thus dampening pressures for government control of program content.
Until the advent of an abundance of channels in use lessens the need for
regulation, we foresee 'the need for continued, but monitored, regulation of
broadcasters as trustees of the public airwaves.

Public television and radio have the potential of meeting program
needs of specialized audiences. But this potential can be realized only if
the federal government and private sources provide public broadcasting.-
with the necessary long-term funding on a matching basis to ensure its
independence. Accordingly, corporations, fuundations, and individuals
have a responsibility to contributc funds if they wish to ensure diversity,
quality, and independence for public broadcasting. We also suggest im-
provements in the management of public broadcasting stations and steps
by which they can adapt their programming to the new technologies.

Cable television, which can both extend tlie reach of broadcast sig-
nals and generate its own programs, has the capacity for offering the
diversity we speak of. Cable should be allowed to compete with over-the-

9
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air broadcasting and prove its value in the marketplace. To attract sub-
scribers, we urge policies that will gradually expand the availability ofcertain programs on cable through both general cable subscription and
special pay-cable plans. We also recommend the selective relaxation of
regulations prohibiting cable ownersh'p by networks and broadcasters;
this would allow firms with the greates;: interest in communications to in-
vest the huge amounts of capital needed. Other changes that we propose
would alter copyright laws to protect program owners and bring some
order out of the present chaos in government regulation of cable systems.

Finally, we urge the fed6ral government to organize and equip itself
to accommodate the emerging abundance in communications channels.
We recommend relieving the federal Communications Commission of its
judicial burdens and strengthening its research and analysis capabilities.

The CED Subcommittee on the Economic and Social Impact of the
New Broadcast Media, which prepared this statement, brought together
an extraordinary range of talents, interes.:...;, and experience. The task force
which met in 1971 formed the con of this subcommittee. Included amongthe CED trustees were representatives of commercial broadcasting, major
television advertisers, representatives of the electronics industry, and a
number of university presidents. This group of trustees was supported by
other's with wide experience in the many specialized subjects that we ex-
amined. Among the nontrustee members and advisors were a former chair-
man and a former commissioner of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion, a former director of the United States Information Agency; two
former board chairmen of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and a
number of other experts who contributed greatly to the formulation of
this statement. The list of subcommittee members appears on page 6. I
acknowledge particularly the persuasive leadership of John L. Burns, a
former president of RCA and a former board chairman and chief execu-
tive officer of Cities Service Company, who served as chairman- of the
subcommittee and guided this project to a succes.sful conclusion. He was
ably and devotedly assisted by Sol Hurwitz, vice president and director
of information for CED, who responsibly discharged the arduous duties
of project director.

We are indebted to the John and Mary R. Markle Foundation, tils
Six Foundation, and the Benton Foundation for their generous contribu-
tions to this project.

Philip M. Klutznick, Chairman
Research and Policy Committee
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An American family watches.television. "The expanded use of cable, satellites,
video cassettes and other emerging technologies can not only broaden the use of
the television set but also free the viewer from the constraints of the broadcast
schedule."
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BROADCASTINC.IS A CENTRAL NERVE of the nation. It transmits infor-
mation instantaneously and simultaneously to all parts of the
country and thus unites the population in a common experience.
Broadcasting educates, informs, and entertains. It is also the most

effective means yet devised for the dissemination of ideas and the mass
merchandising of goods and services. Its influence on public opinion and
national values is profound.°

The broadcast media play a dominant role in the way people spend
their time and live their lives. Nearly every home in the United States is
equipped with at least one television or radio set. In the average home,
the television plays more than six hours a day. In fact, television viewing
and radio listening together account for the bulk of the average Ameri-
can's leisure time. The images, impressions, and messages conveyed by
television and radio help shape the environment and condition the indi-
vidual's response to the world around him. As business executives and
educators, we are deeply impressed with the impact of the broadcast me-
dia on our daily experience.

There can be no doubt that the broadcasting industry deserves credit
for the enrichment of American life through its development of mass
entertainment and information. The enormous popularity of American
television programs in other countries is further testimony to its success.
Television has become the principal means by which Americans see them-
selves as a society and a potent force in the nation's political system. It
has played a historic role in its coverage of social and political events and
continues to render a vital service to the nation.

This creditable performance has sharpened the appetite of viewers
for news and information and has aroused increasing demands for greater
quality, diversity, and choice in programs. Although public broadcasting
has emerged as a medium that can meet many of these growing demands,
the lack of adequate long-range funding has .stifled its development.

Public policy regarding broadcasting is premised on the fact that
broadcasters are trustees of a scarce public resource: the airwaves. As
such, they are required by law to operate in the "public interest, conve-
nience, or necessity" and to satisfy the tastes, interests, and needs of the
communities they serve. Serious questions ha've been raised about whether
broadcasters are adequately fulfilling these public responsibilities.° ° But
there are equally serious questions about whether the public-interest re-
quirements now imposed on broadcasting ( but on no other mass medium )
will make sense in a new regulatory environment in which scarcity will
cease to be the controlling factor.

See memoranda by 'C WREDE RETERSMEYFR and by JOHN A SCHNEIDER. page 89

See memorandum by :: WREDE PE TERSMEYER, page 90
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FROM SCARCITY TO ABUNDANCE

Thanks to enormous strides in technology, the nation is entering an
era in communications that offers opportunities for access to a new diver-
sity and abundance of electronic channels and voices. Our policy state-
ment anticipates this new era and suggests certain practical steps that
should be taken to help ease the transition from a regulatory and eco-
nomic policy based on scarcity to one that is responsive to abundance.

The airwaves are a scarce public resource because of the technical
limitations imposed by the use of the electromagnetic spectrum. But scar-city can be defined in many ways, not merely in terms of the limited num-ber of channels that are available A ff. all, there are far more radio and
television stations in this camtry than there are daily newspapers. Scarcity
can also be defined in terms of supply &rid demand for spectrum space.
Broadcasting occupies the very choice portions of the spectrum at a time
when technology is creating increasing demands for spectrum space from

-nonbroadcast users in industry, finance, and government...In fact, new
users are now crowding the spectrum .faster than technology is finding
ways to accommodate them. Until recently, the oppOsite had been true.°

But technology has also found ways to bypass -this bottleneck. The
expanded use of cable,1 satellites, video cassettes, and other emerging
technologies can not only broaden the use of the television set but also
free the 'viewer from the constraints of the broadcast schedule. Thus,
every home, school, and business can gain access to a nearly unlimited
number of channels for a multiplicity of uses: commercial, public, and
community television and radio; two-way communications for banking
and shopping; facsimile reproduction; and a host of services involving the
storage, transmission, and retrieval of information. Satellites can widen
opportunities for economic program distribution by joining together di-
verse media to meet commcm functional and geographic needs. In the

1 Because the term cable is deceptively imprecise, policy issues are often obscured by
confusion over definitions. The word is often used interchangeably with other
terms to denote the multichannel capacity of coaxial cable: cable TV, CATV (com-
munity antenna television), broadband distribution systems, and coaxial communi-
cations. Coaxial cable is only 'one form of broadband communications technology.Although it is the one dealt with almost exclusively in this statement, the recommen-
dations dealing with cable could also apply to other broadband communications tech-
nologies. See "New Communications Technologies: A Brief Guide," page 23.

See memorandum by 'C INAC(); FETERSMeyrn. page 91.
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future, they can provide the universal link -for broadcasting and related
technologies. In short, the television set can become a receiver of informa-
tion in endless quantities and varieties, programmed at the user's conve-
nience.

The technology is at hand to effeet a radical readjustment of present
patterns of industry, finance, education, entertainment, and leisure. Ulti-
mately, any person will be able to have instant audiovisual communica-
tion with any other person throughout the world. The question is no longer
whether such a result is technically possible but whether it is econOmically
feasible and socially desirable. In 1854, Henry David Thoreau wrote: `.'We
are in great haste t000nstrnct a magnetic telegraph from Maine to Texas;
but Maine and Texas, it May be, have nothing -important to communi-
cate."2 In an era of instant communication, in which eveiyone can talk to
everyone else, in which every thought, experience, and event can be trans-
mitted, stored, and retrieved, the biggest challenge may be deciding what
to communicate.

AN INFORMATION SOCIETY

This Committee recognizes that knowledge and information are ma-
jor factors in the growth and productivity of the American economy and
in the well-being of the society. Advances in communications technology
can make information accessible more quiCkly and in larger quantities and
can provide means through which more of the public can take part in the
creative process of communications.

Will a proliferation Of electronic media also assure greater selectivity
and quality of information? People are limited in the amount of informa-
tion they can absorb. If the move from scarcity to aburidance in communi-
cations does not guarantee better or more complete information, if it only
guarantees more, then it may well serve no constructive purpose. It is
doubtful that our society needs a multitude of media beaming identical or
similar messages to a scattered and fragmented audience. Moreover, in an
era of explosive growth in communications, enlarging the reach and im-
pact of the media may encroach on individual freedom and privacy.°

2 Henry D. Thoreau, Walden, ed. J. Lyndon Shanley (Princeton: Princeton Univer-
sity Press, 1971 ), p. 52.

See memorandum by G WREDE PETERSMEYER, page 92.
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,Abundance of communications, therefore,-is relative; it is measuredby itg cost and its benefits to society. Although it is essential to continue toexplore the frontiers of communications, their practical limits must beknoWn and understood.
. The future of electronic comMunications will be shaped, not by tech-nology alone, but by society's needs tempered by harsh economic realities..The critical questions are:

In the allocation of the nation's resources, how important is the goal of
virtually unlimited channels of communication?
How will the capital and creative demands of so many channels be met?
What arrangements best assure that their costs will be matched by theirbenefits to society?

With what degree of government regulation, through what media, and atwhat price should citizens get information?

In confronting these and other questions, strong differences emergedwithin the Committee. We do not pretend to have answered these ques-tions fully in this statement, nor do we believe they are intrinsically of
such a nature that answers are readily available elsewhere. Nevertheless,we hope that by asking the right questions and by encouraging research,analysis, and experimentation, we are helping to build a coherent frame-work within which discussion can take place, answers can be found, and
decisions can be iiiade.

There have been few attempts, in government or elsewhere, to deter-
mine how broadcasting and the various other communications technolo-gies will fit together. How will they help to shape the ldnd of society that
the United States is likely to be a decade or two hence, and how will theyconform to that society? The Communications Act of 1934, the statutethat governs broadcasting, did not even anticipate television as it exists
today, much less the bewildering array of related technologies that have
since emerged. Broadcast .policy bas been slow to adapt to change, hesi-tant to cope with new issues. Rules and regulations have often evolved ina random, haphazard manner, without consideration of their long-termimplications.

Because of the interdependence of the various parts of broadcastingand the emerging communications technologies, it is difficult to consider
any one part of the problem without examining the total system. In orderto keep our task to manageable proportions, we have focused most of this

16
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statement on policies affecting commercial broadcasting, public broad-
casting, and cable television. Our hope is that by concentrating on these
three key areas we can help establish the basis for a more comprehensive
national prograrn that will bring the many other elements of teleccmmuni

cations into a unified system.
We do not believe that there is a once-and-for-all solution to. th',"'

complexities of public policy for broadcastio7 and the changing commui,
cations technologies; certainly, no such solution is available at this stag0
Therefore, our recommendations constitute an interim polky, a bridge to;:

the future.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC FORCES

Effective public policies for broadcasting and the new technologies
cannot ignore the soCial and economic forces that are helping to shape the
society.

As public problems become more complex, citizens are seeking more
information and a larger voice in the critical.decisions that affect them.
Broadcasting and the new technologiei aan widen the opportunities for

more informed and more direct citizen involvement in the decision-
making process.

Knowledge is becoming increasingly perishable, bringing new de-
mands for retraining, career adUanceinent, and 'adult education. New
communications technologies can greatly enhance educational opportu-
nity, productivity, and effectiveness through a variety of open learning
systems not bound by buildings or campuses.

Social and demographic patterns are shifting. Increasing numbers of
married women with children are entering the labor force. At the same
time, the elderly constitute a growing portion of the population. Shorter
workweeks and earlier retirements are expanding leisure time. Such
changes in the makeup of American society have significant implications
for television programming and viewing.

In the formulation of public policy, these and other trends pose pol-
icy issues and require study and analysis that go well beyond the scope of
this statement. We urge a continuing and systematic examination of the
consequences of major social and economic developments as a prerequi-
site for effective policy making.

1 7



FIVE POLICY IMPERATIVES
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In developing recommendations for public policy, the Committee
was guided by these five imperatives:

1. In the transition from scarcity to greater abundance and diversity,
broadcast policy should rely more on competitive market forces and lesson government regulation. Fair competition among the technologies
should be encouraged.° The development of new communications media
should be fostered by freer access to ther"marketplace.

2. Public broadcasting can make an important contribution to greater.--
choice c.nd quality of programs. To assure the strength and independenceof public broadcasting, adequate long-range financing is essential.

3. Cable's broadband capacity has the potential for extending tele-vision and offering access to an abundance of conimunications services.Cable should be allowed to prove its value in the marketplace. ° t
4. Opportunities for new sources of talent and creative programming

should be encouraged. Only by enhancing quality, diversity, and accessi-bility of programs can a greater abundance of media serve the public
good.

5. The organization and management of the federal government's
communications responsibilities must be modernized to permit develop-
ment of more coherent and responsive national policies.

From our recommendations, the general outlines of a national tele-
communications system begin to emerge. In this system, commercial over-
the-air broadcasting meets the mass-audience requirements for news and
entertainment, and public broadcasting .fills the varied-needs of special-
ized audiences by providing greater choice, diversity, and enrichment.
Cable complements over-the-air commercial and public broadcasting by
improving its signal and extending its reach and hy offering, through an
abundance of channels, greater opportunities for specialized programs and
nonbroadcast services. Free, subscription, and direct payment mecha-
nisms should coexist and compete, just as they do in the print media.

Long-range government policy must be fashioned accordingly. It
must promote the public interest in diversity and fair competition in an
environment no longer controlled by spectrum scarcity.

See memorandum by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER, page 92.

18 See memorandum by tROBERT R. NATHAN. page 92.
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We are framing our proposals against a rapidly changing panorama
of political, social, economic, and technological developments. Therefore,
a serious need for research and experimentation underlies all our policy
imperatives.

Centers of high-quality research should be established and nourished
both within and outside the government. These institutions should be de-
voted to improving understanding of the impact of telecommunications
on society and to projecting the implications of alternative public policies.
Industry, education, government, and of course, the media themselves
have a vital stake in the future of electronic communications. They bear a
large responsibility for applying their talent, resources, and creative ener-
gies to finding solutions to national policy questions.

Finally, no improvements can take place without strong popular sup-
port. The viewer and listener are commonly considered the ultimate arbi-
ters of broadcast policy; they alone hold the power to turn the set on or off
and to switch from one channel to another. But it is not enough merely to
exercise choice from among the available options. More effective public
participation is needed to help determine what those options ought to be.

Summary of Recommendations

The recommendations summarized here are discussed in greater de-
tail in subsequent chapters.°

Commercial Broadcasting and the Public. The public's expecta-
tions of what commercial broadcasting should contribute to society have
risen markedly over the years. We believe enlightened self-interest re-
quires that commercial broadcasting apgracle its social performance in line
with this new public awareness. As trustees of a scarce public resource,
whose activities are broadly regulated by the federal government, com-
mercial broadcasters should be 'doubly conscious of their social role. A
number of public-interest requirements have evolved from the concept of
the broadcaster as public trustee. For example, broadcasting is covered by
a fairness doctrine that requires the presentation of contrasting viewpoints
on controversial issues of public importance and by a law that insists on
equal time for all competing political candidates. A new era of abundance
and diversity should lessen the need for such federal controls. But mean-

See memoranoum by oscroi A LUNDIN. page 93
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while, there are measures that should be taken to help broadcasters
strengthen their social performance.

Self-monitoring is also vital. The ways in which commercial broad-
casters deal with issues such as the portrayal of violence on television may
establish a pattern for resolving conflict and adjusting to changing social
needs voluntarily, without censorship or intrusion from government or
special-interest groups.

FAIRNESS DOCTRINE. As a temporary safeguard, we believe that
the 'fairness doctrine should be maintained in its present form.° The Fed-
eral Communications Commission should continue to- rule on fairness
complaints promptly so that they can be disposed of while the record is
fresh and so that any deficiencies can be corrected.° However, the fairness
doctrine should be reviewed periodically. When an abundance of elec-
tronic channels permits a large-enough number and variety of voices to
assure the airing of many viewpoints on controversial issues, the fairness
doctrine should be discontinued. In moving toward this goal,i:we recom-
mend that the Federal Communications Commission autkorize limited
experiments in which the fairness doctrine would be suSpended.°

EQUAL TIME. As a first step toward total repeal of Section 315 of
the Communications Act, the so-called equal-time provision, we support
elimination of the provision only for candidates for president and vice-
president. Meanwhile, Congress and the Federal Communications Com-
mission should develop and periodically review criteria by which broad-
casters migbt allocate free time to candidates for congressional, state, and
local office with a view toward complete repeal of the equal-time require-
ment when the increase in tbe number of channels indicates that it is no
longer warranted.°

CONGRESSIONAL BROADCASTS. Broadcasters should be allowed to
transmit by television and radio important events taking place on the
floors of the Senate and the House and in committee bearings, subject to
rules established by Congregs in consultation with representatives of the
broadcasting industry.

Public Broadcasting. We believe that public broadcasting can pro-
vide greater quality, diversity, and choice in programming. Thus, it can
serve the many specialized audiences that commercial broadcasting, with
its mass appeal, is not geared to reach. Public television and public radio
are in critical need of reliable long-range funding, but we consider recent
government proposals for such funding inadequate. At the same time, we
recognize that the success of any proposal for increased long-term funding

See memoranda by 'C. WREDE PETERsr.iErEn. pages 93 and 94.
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will depend on the establishment of realistic and firm goals for the future
of the system. Public television and radio must identify and address the
needs of their audiences. Increased resources must be effectively man-
aged. Moreover, public broadcasting must examine how it will fit into an
era in which cable and other technologies could substantially widen pro-
gram diversity and choice.

LONG-RANGE FINANCING. Support of public broadcasting from gen-
eral federal tax revenues should be authorized and appropriated by Con-
gress for a period of no less than five years. The level of federal support
for public broadcasting in any fiscal year should match nonfederal sup-
port on a one-to-two basis up to an established ceiling based on realistic
costs of providing expanding quality broadcasting service.

IMPROVING MANAGEMENT. The Corporation for Public Broadcast-
ing, in collaboration with appropriate business and professional organiza-
tions, should provide local television and radio stations with a compre-
hensive program for improved Management, includingeopportunities for
management training and standardized models of budgeting and account-
ing procedures as well as guidelines for their. local application. The
implementation of improved management methods should be a major
responsibility of local station managers and boards of trustees.

ADAPTING TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES. To assure a place for public
broadcasting among the new technologies, public broadcasters should
focus their efforts on programming for a wide variety of purposes: public
television stations, commercial stations, cable systems, schools, and indi-
vidual users. To accomplish this, we urge them to consider expanding
their stations into local and regional public telecommunications centers.
We also urge public broadcasters to plan now to adapt to other new tech-
nologies such as satellites and to offer spicial services for the deaf and
the blind.

Cable Television. Coaxial cable's broadband technology offers the
potential of widening the selection of channels far beyond anything pres
ently available through broadcast television.° The basic product of cable
is over-the-air commercial and public broadcasting programs whose sig-
nals are picked up from local and distant stations and transmitted with
improved reception by cable systems to their subscribers. But cable is
increasingly originating its own programs or leasing channels to others for
that purpose. The cable industry envisions not only a diverse broadcast
service with improved signal quality but also a wide selection of non-
broadcast entertainment and information services. But this is not now

See memorandum by C WHEN: E TERSML eEfi paoe 95.
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economically feasible. Consequently, cable is offering mass-appeal pro-
grams that compete directly with over-the-air television. The key policy
question is: To what extent should cable be allowed to compete with
broadcast television for programs and audiences?

We believe that if cable is to become a significant means of widening
the range of programming and information services available to 'the
American consumer, it should be allowed to prove its value in the market-
place. The cable industry's short7term need is to obtain as much program
material as possible to fill cable's multichannel capacity. This is the only
way that cable owners can attract sufficient numbers of subscribers in
urban markets to generate the profits necessary to obtain large-scale risk
capital.°

Thus, a policy that allows the Cable owner to program a minimum
number of channels on a nondiscriminatory basis is imperative. For the
same reasons, we support the selective relaxation of restrictions on owner-
ship and a gradual phasing out of certain restrictions on pay-cable opera-
tions. A strengthened copyright law that will protect program olirners
and creative artists whose works are made available to cable subscribers
is badly needed and long overdue. Measures should also be taken to
clarify the conflicting and overlapping federal, state, and local jurisdic-
tions that cloud the regulatory environment in which cable operates. Our
recommendations for cable are closely interrelated and Ili-0st be:viewed
as an integrated program.

CABLE OWNERSHIP AND ACCESS. Cable systems should be gov-
erned by a policy of nondiscriminatory access. Owners should be allowed
to originate or control programming on a limited number of channels but
should be required to demonstrate affirmatively that they are not restrict-
ing the competitive access of others.

Restrictions on ownership of cable systems by broadcasters and net-
works should be relaxed to allow common ownership in selected markets
in which a diversity of media and media owners already exists.**

COPYRIGHT. Congress should modernize and strengthen the copy-
right law, making it applicable to the retransmission cif programs picked
up by cable systems from distant broadcast signals.***

PAY CABLE. Programming restrictions on motion pictures and se-
ries programs should be phased out gradually and selectively. The Fed-
eral Communications Commission should authorize and carefully monitor
experiments &signed to evaluate the impact of such deregulation on free
over-the-air television service. If loosening prograin controls on movies
and series programs leads to unfair competition or other developments

See memoranda by RoHERT n NATHAN , page 92, and by C Wn:CF PETCPSMEYFR, page 95.
See memoranda by noernr 0 NATHAN and by o vnr ri:TER5MCYLR page 96.

See memoranda by E B. FITZGERALD and by c 'NREDE PETERSNIEVER. page 96.
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injurious to the public interest, the Federal Communications Commission
should take steps to curb such practices; these steps might include
imposition of the present controls.° Antisiphoning restrictions on major
sports events should be maintained, but pay-cable regulations should be
modified to allow the presentation of games that are not regularly tele-
vised.° °

TWO-TIER REGULATION. We recommend a two-tier system of gov-
ernment regulation of cable involving the federal government and the
states. The Federal Communications Commission should establish the
jurisdictional framework to assure that state regulation is consistent with
national policies. State governments should establish state commissions
with authority over cable-franchising activities and procedures. Where
local conditions warrant, states should delegate franchising powers to
local governments, particularly large cities with proven resources for
the regulation of a cable system.

Improving the Federal Communications Commission. The Fed-
eral Communications Commission ( FCC ) has had great difficulty formu-
lating coherent and responsive communications policy.° ° ° This weakness
has two major causes: the increasing scope, complexity, and detail of regu-
lation and the lack of time, staff, and budget to develop and execute sound
policy. As a result, the commission has had to rely instinctively on tradi-
tional rules and precedents tbat tend to incorporate past practices into
policy without reflecting social or technological change. Our recommenda-
tions place particular emphasis on the need to relieve the FCC of its judi-
cial burdens and on the importance of improving its interdisciplinary re-
search and analysis capabilities.

COMMUNICATIONS COURT. As a means of relieving the Federal
Communications Commission of its heavy judicial burdens and allowing
-it more time for policy formulation, we recommend that the adjudicatory
functions now exercised by the commission be conferred upon a new com-
munications court.

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS. To strengthen its research and analysis
capabilities, we recommend that Congress and the Federal Communica-
tions Commission give high priority to the growth and development r,
the Office of Plans and Policy. Funding should be sufficient to allow ex-
perienced economists, engineers, attorneys, and social and political scien-
tists to pravide strong policy research and analysis both for the commis-
sion as a whole and for the individual bureaus.

See memoranda by cHt,f-Lr,:, P BOWEN:JR . and by EDWARD N NEY. pages 97 and 98

See membranda be CHAnLF.S P BOWI'N JR . and by E FIT:GEPAI.D. page 99,
and by c wai:bz M.;,..E1E.H bade 100..

See memorandum by c. WREDE PETERWEYER. page 100.
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NEW COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES: A Brief Guide

The rapid developments taking place in communications have
brought with them a new lexiccm of technical and semitechnical
terms. In the jargon that has resulted, technical terms have some-
times been applied in an imprecise manner. A review of some of the
phrases currently in use may assist the reader in sorting through the
various techniques currently under discussion.

Pitrcadband Distribution Systems permit the distribution of many tele-
vision, sound, or data channels through a single transmission system.
Because each separate channel occupies a defined amount of band-width, the simultaneous transmission of many channels requires the
bandwidth to accommodate them. Voice channels require more band-width than telegraph or teletype but have been transmitted in large
groups by wire, cable, and microwave techniques for many years.
Television signals require the greatest bandwidth and make the larg-
est demands on transmission systems. Data channels come in band-
widths ranging from smaller than those of voice to equal to or larger
than those of television. Broadband systems, then, are usually de-
signed so that large numbers of simultaneous television channels are
transmitted with many data, voice, and other channels accompanying
them.

Coaxial Cable systems are the most common form of broadband
transmission systems. A coaxial cable is a.single wire surrounded by
a cylinder of metal. The single wire is located at the center of the
cylinder and, hence, is coaxial with the cylinder. Dozens of television
channels, .hundreds of voice conversations, or thousands of low-'speed data .channels can be transmitted by coaxial cable: Because
the systems are relatively inexpensive, coaxial cable can be used for
wide-area, high- to medium-density distribution, such as cable tele-
vision or industrial and educational information systems.-

Video Recording and Video Playback systems have been in use for
more than twenty years. Such systems record and *play back conven-
tional television audio and visual signals. The current work in this
technology is aimed at making them easier and less expensive to
operate. There are different types of video recording systems, but all
have the same objective of allowing a simple attachment to a home,
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office, or classrooni television set either to play or to record and play
back audiovisual programming.

Magnetic Recorders, either Reel to Reel or Cassette, use the oldest
successful video recording medium,:rnagnetic tape. Such systems are
roughly comparable to audio tape recorders, which use either tape on
reels or tape contained in plastic cassettes. The advantages of mag-
netic video recording include good picture and sound. quality, the
ability to -rerecord on the tape, and the possibility of editing 'taped
material. One disadvantage is the difficulty of making many 'copies of
a single recording; duplication requires special equipment to be eco-
nomically feasible.

Video Dittc systems record television material on plastic discs similar
to phonograph records. Potentially, such systems can be a low-cost
way of producing television programs. However, most video disc sys-
tems must mass-produce their product to be economically sound, and
the users of such systems cannot record their own video discs.

Microwave systems are broadband communications systems that use
ultrahigh-frequency (UHF) radio signals to transmit data, telephone
communications, and television signals. Although microwave links
make up the backbone of the national telecommunications system,
it is likely that the longest, most heavily used routes will gradually be
replaced by satellite channels.

Lasers are specialized devices that generate spectrally pure, high-
intensity light beams. Such pure (or .coherent) light beams can be
modulated with information over a very great bandwidth. However,
they are adversely affected by bad weather when transmitted through
the atmosphere.

Fiber Optics, when combined with lasers, make a very broadband
communications channel. A fiber optic channel is a thread or bundle
of threads of very pure and carefully fabricated glasses. Such a
thread can conduct light very efficiently over long .distances. Lasers
serve as the source of pure modulated light signals that the fibers
can transmit. Tens of thousands of channels can be accommodated
by optical fiber systems. This technology is still in the development
stages, and it mFly be 1980 before commercial applications are com-
mon.
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Communications Satellites orbit the earth as repeaters and amplifiers
of signals beamed to them from the ground. They have the advantage
of permitting very long distance transmission with very little degrada-
tion of the original signal quality. In addition, many receiving anten-
nas on the ground can be aimed at the satellite, allowing widely sep-
arated userd' to receive the signal at the same time and at a relatively
low cost. Compared with coaxial cables, satellites offer the potential
of reduced cost per channel mile when the transmission path is long.
Satellites offer much less bandwidth than the new fiber optic tech-
nology, but they allow low-cost transmission for very great distance
over either land or water.

Digital Television converts the conventional television signal into a
digital data stream formed by a process that encodes the television
signal in a prescribed manner. The advantage to digital encoding is
its resistance to distortion in a long transmission path. Conventional
television transmission systems degrade the picture at each point of
amplification; digital systems are largely immune to such distortions.
Digital encoding can be used with several transmissior systems, but
because of the complexity of the electronics roqu;red, it is unlikely
that it Will b used for broadcast into homes in the near future.

Computers are excellent tools for controlling complex communica-
tions systems. The new electronic telephone exchanges, for example,
are based on the use of digital computers to make switching decisions
In response to subscriber orders dialed into the computer from tele-
phones. The time may come when it is possible for each householder
to use centrally located computers for such matters as banking and
ordering of goods and services. Business uses are much more com-
plex because of the much higher volumes of data that are processed.
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Senator John F. Kennedy views an off gage monitor as Vice-President Richard
M. Nixon appears on television during their third debate in the 1960 presiden-
tial campaign. "Broadcasting is the only communications medium covered by a
fairness doctrine that requires balance in the presentation of controversial issues
of public importance and a law that insists on equal time for competing political
candidates."
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GROWING PUBLIC EXPECTATIONS of broadcasting require a search-
ing examination of the broadcaster's role in society and a more
careful determination of how broadcasting can better serve the
needs and interests of its audiences. In this chapter, we recom-

mend measures that can help broadcasters to fulfill their public respon-.
sibilities more effectively. These measures involve changes in present
government regulations as well as means to promote voluntary self-
regulation. We must emphasize, however, that the government regulation
discussed here is only an interim stage in the process by which broad-
casting, like the print and film media, will become virtually free of gov-
ernment controls. As the electronic media move from an era of techno-
logical scarcity to an era of abundancethat is, as new ways of reaching
the public and new opportunities for ownership of communications
systems emergethe need for government regulation should diminish
accordingly, and steps should be taken to ensure that government regu-
lation is, in fact, reduced.°

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BROADCASTING

In a democracy, the media perform the special function of dissemi-
nating ideas and information that help citizens to exercise free choice.
Freedom of the press is one of the philosophic cornerstones on which

this nation was founded, and it is carefully safeguarded by the Constitu-
tion. The First Amendment provides that "Congress shall make no law

... abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press...." Certain laws
forbidding obscenity, pornography, libel, slander, and criminal incite-
ment are considered to be consistent with the First Amendment when
held within bounds set by the courts.

What distinguishes broadcasting from other media has been the
scarcity of usable frequencies or channels. By assigning frequencies for
private use and enabling the licensee to control both the transmission
facilities and the programming, the government has granted broadcasters
considerable power over the flow of information. To limit such power,
the Communications Act of 1934 provided the FCC with broad authority
that inevitably led it to delve into issues involving types and proportion-
ate amounts (and in some cases the content) of programming. Conse-
quently, broadcasting is the only communications medium covered by a
fairness doctrine requiring balance in the presentation of controversial
issues of public importance and a law that insists on equal time for com-

See memorandum by -JOHN A SOINLIOER, page 101.
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peting political candidates, however many and however minor. No other
medium is required or even encouraged to offer certain categories of
public-interest programs as a condition of having licenses awarded or
'reuewed. Indeed, the other media are not licensed at all.

The maze of statutes, rules, regulations, and prOcedures that govern
the conduct of the broadcast media represents an honest attempt by
government to define, promote, and protect the public interest. But on
occasion, the vast licensing and regulatory powers of government have
collided head on with broadcasters' First Amendment rights. It is not en-
tirely clear that the outcome has always served the public interest.

FAIRNESS DOCTRINE

Fairness is one of the most elusive goals of broadcast regulation.The fairness doctrine stems directly from the early notion of the broad-caster as a public trastee (see "The Broadcaster as Public Trustee,"
pages 30 and 31). The doctrine, which was enunciated as a formal policy
by the FCC in 1,949, holds that a broadcaster must devote a reasonable
amount of time to controversial issues of public importance and that,when he presents one side of such a controversy, he must afford a reason-
able opportunity for the presentation of contrasting viewt.

The fairness doctrine, unlike the equal-time provision for political
candidates, allows the broadcaster considerable latitude in making judg-ments. He is required to offer only reasonable opportunity for the dis-cussion of contrasting viewpoints, not a mathematically balanced pre-
sentation of every issue. In fact, it has been persuasively argued that thegoal of fairness is more likely to be achieved by vigorous advocacy andthe presentation of a diversity of viewpoints than by careful attempts tobe 'fair, which frequently succeed in being only bland. The various sidesof an argument often do not have equal merit.

Before 1962, the FCC normally reviewed complaints of lack offairness only at the time of license renewal, when it could examine the
broadcaster's overall performance. But in 1962, the FCC deeided to dealwith fairness complaints as they arise. Now, some thoughtful observers
are proposing a return to review only at license renewal.'

I See Henry Geller, The Fairness Doctrine in Broadcasting: Problems and SuggestedCourses of Action (Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 1973).
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The commission has been confronted with fairness questions cover-
ing a wide spectrum of material ranging from news and public-affairs
programs to commercials and political broadcasts. Its rulings have raised
serious questions concerning the criteria for fairness. What is reasonable

THE BROADCASTER AS PUBLIC TRUSTEE

The standard of the public interest was formally introduced into
broadcasting by the Radio Act of 1927. The act proclaimed that the
airwaves belong to the people and are to be used by individuals only
with the authority of short-term licenses granted by the government
in the "public interest, convenience, or necessity." The federal gov-
ernment would allocate broadcast channels but could not give away
their ownership. Licenses were to be issued for limited periods, "and
no such license shall be construed to create any right, beyond the
terms, conditions, and periods of the license."

In drafting the 1927 act, Congress could have specified that
broadcast frequencies be auctioned to the highest bidder or allocated
to users either for a rental fee or with the requirement that a specified
amount of a station's time and facilities be devoted to a particular
public purpose. Instead, it chose a system of short-term licensing
and imposed upon the broadcaster the obligation to operate in the
public interest. When one or more applicants competed for a given
frequency assignment, the public-interest concept was to become
the guide for determining the final award.

The act established the broadcaster as a public trustee, and it is
from this concept that public-interest requirements evolved. Regula-
tion was geared to assuring not only equality of reception but equality
of transmission service as well. Broadcasters were obligated to de-
vote a reasonable amount of time to airing controversial issues of
public importance and to presenting those issues with fairness.
Sponsors of broadcast programs were required by law to be identi-
fied. Government censorship was forbidden, but the broadcast of
obscene or profane material was made a crime.

As a practical matter, evaluating a broadcaster's public per-
formance has not been easy. The commercial broadcaster is licensed
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balance in the presentation of opposing views? How does a government
agency determine whether a viewpoint is favorable, unfavorable, or neu-tral? In what amount of time, at what hour, and to what audience should
an opposing viewpoint be presented? The larger question is: Should the

to use the airwaves for a profit, and in order to maximize his profit, heseeks to attract and hold a mass audience. Understandably, enter-tainment and sports programs dominate the broadcast schedule andcommand most of the attention of viewers and listeners.
At the same time, FCC policy on programming makes clearthat the "principal ingredient of [the licensee's obligation to operatehis station in the public Interest] is a diligent, positive, and continuing

_ effort by the licensee to discover and fulfill the tastes, needs, anddesires of his [community or] service area," for broadcast service.2That policy identifies a wide variety of program categories a station
should carry as the major elements usually necessary to meet the
public interest, needs, and desires of the community in which thestation is located. These include news and public-affairs programs,educational and religious programs, programs for children, weatherand market reports, political programs, and editorials (except in thecase of noncommercial stations). The FCC does not require a broad-caster to offer a particular percentage of programming in any of these
categories, but it does state that a television station must offer a
balanced schedule that meets the needs and interests of all sub-stantial groups in its audience. Radio stations, because of their
greater number in large cities, are allowed a measure of specializa-
tion in their programming.

As a means of developing a more solid basis for renewing
.licenses, the FCC has periodically attempted to measure a broad-

caster's public-service performance in terms of proportions of cer-tain types of programs offered and even in terms of the number of
peak viewing hours devoted to such programs. Thus far, these efforts
have produced few concrete results.

2 Federal Register, 3 August 1960, p. 7294.
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government be involved in such matters at all? And if so, how exten-
sively?

The number of fairness complaints has risen dramatically in recent
years, and each requires a response from the broadcaster. But because of
limitations of staff, the FCC is often slow in processing them. Moreover,
it has failed to develop broad guidelines that would help its staff and the
industry dispose of fairness questions more expeditiously.

We recognize the risk that the fairness doctrine may be an inhibiting
influence on broadcast journalism. The commission should be extremely
sensitive to this risk and should therefore guard against substituting its
judgment for journalistic decisions made in good faith. On balance, how-
ever, we believe that the fairness doctrine enhances rather than inhibits
freedom of speech and of the press by promoting broad discussion of the
public's business and vigorous debate on controversial issues of public
importance. As a temporary safeguard, we believe that the fairness
doctrine should be maintained in its present form.° The Federal Com-
munications Commission should continue to rule on fairness complaints
promptly so that they can be disposed of while the record is fresh and
so that any deficiencies can be corrected.°

We expect the situation to be different in the future, however. A
cential 'conclusion of this statement is that future abundance and diver-
sity in electronic communications will minimize the need for government
regulation and permit a wider play of free-market forces. We believe
that the safest guarantee of fair and balanced programming is a policy
that allows friahy voices to compete freely in the marketplace of ideas
and to serve a diversity of individual interests, tastes, needs, and opinions.
Carefully controlled experiments would help to determine when such a
policy should take effect.

The fairness doctrine should be reviewed periodically. When an
abundance of electronic channels permits...a large-enough number and
variety of voices to assure the airing of many viewpoints on contro-
versial issues, the fairness doctrine should be discontinued. In moving
toward this goal, we recommend that the Federal.Communications Com-
mission authorize limited- experiments in which the fairness doctrine
would be suspended.° For radio, experiments might be authorized in test
markets selected from those that have measurable audiences for fifteen
or more AM stations; for television, in test markets selected from those
that have measurable audiences for five or more very-high-frequency
( VHF ) stations.

See memoranda by c. WREDE PETERSMEYER, pages 93 and 94.
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EQUAL TIME

As a political instrument, no mass-medium is more powerful than
broadcasting. Television and radior;exposure have helped elect- many
candidates to office and have thus established a vital link between the
government and the people. Still, certain policies prevent broadcasters
from increasing their contribution to the democratic process.

The use of television in political campaigns was examined by this
Committee in its 1968 policy statement Financing a Better Election
System.

There can be no doubt that the emergence of television has had profound
significance in the conduct of political campaigns at all levels. Whether
for good or ill, this medium has become the mainand often the decisive
means of communication between candidates and their constituencies
for all national, most state, and many local offices . Any possibility of
monopolistic manipulation or inequitable access to this medium would,
therefore, constitute the gravest kind of danger to our democratic political
system. Fairness in its use is an obvious imperative, and the public interestmust be the dominant concern. [page 41]

Fairness remains an obvious imperative, but instead of relying onthe general approach-of the fairness doctrine, broadcasters are required
by Section 315 of the Communications Act of 1934, the so-called equal-
time provision, to grant.equal time to all competing candidates for a
particular public office. The law provides that each station granting time
to one candidate must grant equal time to each of his opponents. Exemptfrom this law are news broadcasts and regularly scheduled news inter-
views, documentaries (if the appearance of the candidate is incidental
to the prograin ), and on-the-spot coverage of events. The result has been
that candidates have come to depend almost entirely on paid advertising
( a major factor in total campaign costs) in the absence of free debates
or other balanced public-affairs programs. Broadcasters have said they
would be "willing to offer free public-service time to two or three candi-
dates, but the growing number 01 primary candidacies and minor parties
has often made the requirementrof equal time for all candidates impos-sible to meet.

In Financing a Better Election System, we noted that in practiceequal time is likely to mean "no time at all, since that will avoid disputes
over time slots and the troublesome problems of multiple or minor party
candidacies. Consequently, Section 315 takes away an opportunity for
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the major party Candidates to communicate with the electorate, without
increasing opportunities for minority candidates" (pages 41-42). We
maintain, as we did in 1968, that repeal of Section 315 would serve the
public interest.

We nevertheless recognize important differences in the way equal
time affects candidates at the various levels of government. Whereas the
relatively small number of candidates for president and, vice-president
and their high popularity and visibilitywould make it diffiCult for broad-
casters to lie biased in their presentations, the multitude of congressional,
state, and local candidacies calls for criteria to ensure equity. As a first
step toward total repeal of Section 315, we support elimination of the
equal-time provisiori only for candidates for president ancrvice-president.
Meanwhile, Congress and the Federal Communications Commission
should develop and periodically review criteria by which broadcasters
might allocate free time to candidates for congressional, state, and local
office with a view toward complete repeal of the equal-timc requirement
when the increase in the number of channels indicates that it is no longer
warranted.°

THE PRESIDENT, CONGRESS, AND THE AIRWAVES

The President of the United States has almost always .had unre-
stricted access to the broadcast media. It has generally been network prac-
tice to grant air time to the President whenever he requests it and in any
time slot he may choose. Presidential ability to dominate the airwaves in
this fashion has sharpened the mounting debate over the possible abuse of
presidential powers. Unlimited presidential access to the media, it is ar-
gued, strongly shifts the balance ot power among the three'branches of
government in favor of the President.

The FCC has consistently rejected the right of reply to a President.'

3 Only once has the FCC ordered free time to be granted for a reply to presidentkl
broadcasts. In 1970, in response to complaints from many sectors, the FCC studied
network coverage of the Vietnam War and concluded that programming was generally
balanced between pro- and anti-administration views, except for a great many presi-
dential addresses. To correct this, the commission ordered networks to select a spokes-
man to present an uninterrupted program of opposing views. The commission, however,
went to great lengths to explain that tbis was not a precedent for right of reply to a
presidential address.

See rhemorandum by c. WREDE RETERSMEYER, page 94.
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Moreover, there is no law, policy, or practice that gives the legislative or
judicial brandies of government access to television or radio equal to that
enjoyed by the executive branch. The fairness doctrine extends only toissues, not to individuals, organizations, or institutions.

Until recently, neither the Supreme Court nor Congress had soughtequal access to the broadcast media. In fact, the Supreme Court has feltthat it has been strengthene,' by lack of such coverage. Although the
performance of the courts is or general concern, the precise issue beforethem at any given moment normally involves a dispute between parties.
What takes place in Congress is the business of us all.

During the administrations of Presidents Johnson and Nixon, critics
in Congress voiced increasing 'objections to the advantages that the
President enjoys over Congress and the opposition party as a result ofhis unlimited access to the airwaves. As a means of offsetting presidential
access to broadcasting and thereby checking and balancing presidential
power, proposals have been advanced that would require networks tooffer time for response to presidential broadcasts. Other proposals would
mandate the airing of full sessions of Congress on a regular basis. A few
Senate committee hearings have been broadcast over the years, and
House committee proceedings have been opened for this purpose on a
limited basis recently, but neither chamber bas allowed its official debates
to be broadcast by television or radio.

It is our view that the fairness doctrine affords reasonable oppor-tunity for a balanced discussion of the many controversial issues that a
President may address and that no equal-time or fixed-formula require-ment imposed by the government is necessary to assure access for oppos-
ing views'. Indeed, television and radio have often voluntarily providedopportunity for direct replies to presidential broadcaSts and for presenta-
tions of opposing viewpoints when it was considered necessary for jour-
nalistic balance. Nor have the broadcast media failed to give day-to-day
news coverage to the major activities of Congress.

At the same time, we have long supported measures to heighten the
effectiveness of the legislative branch,' and we believe that the broadcastmedia, if allowed freer access to congressional floor debates and com-
mittee hearings, can help to achieve that goal. The 535 individual mem--
bers of Congress act in their highest institutional capacities only when
the houses of Congress are in full session. The business discussed in these

4 Making Cungress More Effective (1970):
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sessions is the public's business and deserves public scrutiny. Broad-
casters should be allowed to use their technology to bring Congress into
full view.

'We recognize that there is a risk television may create a circus
atmosphere, with the participants playing to the cameras and the unseen
audience. Conceivably, this could disrupt the legislative process. But
these risks can be minimized by cooperation between congressional lad-
ers and broadcast nfficials in the unobtrusive placement of equipment
and in careful attention to production details. Broadcasts of the impeach-
ment deliberations of the House Judiciary Committee in 1974 did not
interfere with the proceedings. In fact, they were a significant public
service. The greater risk is in depriving millions of television viewers and
radio listeners of an opportunity to examine at close range the important
work of their elected officials.

Broadcasters should be allowed to transmit by televisfon and radio
important events taking place on the floors of the Senate and the House
and in committee hearings, subject to rules established by Congress in
consultation with representatives of the broadcasting industry.

One of the most important ways of implementing this proposal
would be to broadcast congressional debate on the federal budget. Under
the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, Con-
gress will for the first time review the federal budget as a whole and
recommend overall levels of spending, revenue, and debt, just as the
President now does in his budget message. A prerequisite for developing
such a congressional budget (or, indeed, any federal budget) is full and
open public discussion of the national priorities and choices that a federal
budget implies. Congress is the most effective forum for focusing public
attention on critical budgetary alternatives, and the broadcast media can
play a crucial role in bringing these alternatives to public view.

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE OF BROADCASTERS

The public's impression of commercial television has shifted con-
siderably over the years. In the early 1960s, public attention was focused
on television primarily as an entertainment medium. Today, the em-
phasis is on news and information. Although entertainment continues to
fill the bulk of the broadcasting schedule, the public now sees television
as its majorand most crediblesource of news and information. More-
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over, according to a study prepared for CBS by the Bureau of Social
Science Research, "the new focus on the news and information content of
television has undoubtedly altered people's views about other various as-
pects of the medium's rolefrom how it affects the twelve-year-old to
whether it is a benign or malevolent force in society."5

The explanation for this change in public awareness lies at least
partially in the role television has played in bringing to the home screen
the coverage of events of the most profound social and political signifi-
cance: the assassination of President Kennedy, man's conquest of spaceand his landing on the moon, the urban riots, massive civil rights demon-
strations, battlefield reports on the war in Vietnam, the fall from power
and resignation of a President and the inauguration of his successor.

Television was an active participant in these events, not a passive
bystander. It added to their impact and in certain cases helped to shape
their outcome. In doing so, television has made a deep imprint on Ameri-
can society, and public expectations of the medium have soared as aresult. A growing prorortion of the viewing public now wants television
to show, an even greater awareness of national priorities, values, and ideals.

As a consequence, there is mounting dissatisfaction among impor-
tant groups in American society over the tone and content of certain tele-
vision programs. Special concern is focused on programs portraying
violence and sex; on children's programs, particularly the amount and
quality of advertising they contain; and on a wide range of programs
dealing With subjects that are believed to be improperly or incompletelytreated.°

Recently, as public concern over recession and inflation, the energy
crisis, and other economic problems has risen, television has faced a new
challenge. Although its coverage of economic issues has increased sub-stantially, it can no longer be content with merely devoting more time
to these problems; it must.explore their underlying causes. Commercial
television has yet -to develop the necessary expertise to treat complex eco-
nomic subjects with depth and perception while still observing the unique
demands and limitations of 'the medium.

In the policy statement Social Responsibilities of Business Corpora-
tions ( 1971 ), this Committee explored the conflict between a corpora-

5 Robert T. Bower, Television and the Public (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,1973), p. 186.

See memorandum by 4(7.. VVREDE PETEREMEYER, page 102.
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tion's maximum profitability and its debt to society. We believe that the
social responsibility of the commercial broadcaster is greater than that
of the average business executive because the broadcaster is bound not
only by his social conscience but also by law ( as a public trustee) to
place the public interest above his own.

In the end, corporate social responsibility is a matter of enlightened
self-interest. For the broadcaster, this concept embodies the view that a
radio or tekvision station, like any other business, can thrive only in a
healthy society. But it also involves the combined threat of legal action
and public pressures for increasing government intervention and regula-
tion to force broadcasters to do what they are reluctant or unable to do
voluntarily.

The regulations governing broadcasting place the responsibility for
programming decisions squarely with thq licensee. We believe that the
licensee must retain full control over those decisions.° Nonetheless, when
management fails to carry out this responsibility, there are means by
which the public can seek redress. For example, citizens and citizen
groups can collect and analyze program data, monitor programs for
potentially harmful effects, and report problems and shortcomings to
station management and to the community. Violations of specific rules
and regulations can be reported in either informal or formal complaints
to the FCC or other appropriate government agencies. Interested parties
can file petitions to deny license renewal or submit a competing applica-
tion for the license.

TELEVISION AND VIOLENCE

Television broadcasters bear a particularly heavy burden of social
responsibility for program content. Although still inconclusive, the evi-
dence suggests that programs depicting various forms of brutality and
bloodshed may become deeply etched in the public mind, particularly
in the minds of children, and that such programs could lead to antisocial
behavior. The way in which the broadcasting industry deals with this
issue may well establish a pattern for resolving conflict and adjusting to
changing social needs voluntarily, without the threat of censorship or
more stringent government regulation.

In its 1972 report, the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Com-
mittee on Television and Social Behavior presented preliminary and
tentative indications of a° Causal relationship between viewing violence

See memorandum by c WREDE PETERSMEYER. page 103.
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and aggressive behavior." However, there are also indications that this
relationship holds only for some children who are already predisposed
to be aggressive and only-in certain environmental contexts.

Considerable research is still under way to quantify the depiction
of violence on television and to evaluate its effects. There is no doubt that
violence is displayed on the television screen. But .does it have legitimate
dramatic purpose, or is It merely exploited for maximum shock effect?
And to what extent do violent crimes portrayed on teleNiisibn influence
members of the audience who subsequently commit similar or identical
crimes?

Howeer incomplete and 'tentative the findings, the Causal relation-
ship between televised violence and antisocial behavior is sufficient to
warrant remedial action. The broadcasting industry is being held ac-
countable for televised violence by a considerable segment ,of the viewing
public. The burden is on the industry to conduct further research and
provide more information about the effects of television violence. There-
fore, we commend the television networks for the steps they have already
taken in commissioning objective research and for the efforts they are mak-
ing to resolve the problem voluntarily.

The broadcasting industry should join with social scientists and qual-
ified representatives of the public to devise techniques to measure and
control the amounts and types of violence on television, to evaluate the
impact of programs portraying violence, and to inform the publie about
the problem as a means of protecting children against possible excesses.
To accomplish this, the industry, along with private organizations and
government agencies, should continue to support objective research and
should be guided by its findings.

Suggestthns.of ways to limit or control the amount of violence seen
on television by children are complicated by the fact that many parents
are either unwilling or unable to supervise the viewing habits of their..
youngsters. No attempt should be made to censor programining or to ho-
mogenize programming to suit all tastes. But a method of alerting parents,
to a program's suitability for children that is acceptable both to the indus-
try and to the public could go a long way toward solving the problem of
violence on television.

" U.S. Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and SocialBehavior, Television and Social Behavior: Report (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-ment Printing Office, 1972).
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Detailed federal regulation of content is clearly not indicated; it
would only invite government involvement in broadcasters' programming
decisions. But if broadcasters do not solve the problem themselves, re-
strictive regulation or legislation may well occur. A high sense of social
responsibility requires attention and constructive action on this problem.

GOALS FOR BROADCASTING

The CED statement Social Responsibilities of Business Corporations
made clear that businesses cannot solve all the -problems of society but
that they can formulate goals and guidelines which will he'p them to de-
termine what their most appropriate and effective social role might be.
Broadcasting is now the dominant means by which Americans acquire in-
formation about themselves, their society, and their political process.
Broadcasting has a responsibility to establish identifiable goals and ob-
jectives that can provide a measure of success oi failure in serving the
public interest. --

We do not intend to propose a set of goals or objectives for any sec-
tor of the brorqdcast industry, but we do believe that some start should be
made in shaping a set of general principles which can help to define the
position of commercial broadcasting in future communications policy. We
recognize the enormous difficulties involved in the process of setting
goals. First, there is little agreement among those concerned with com-
mercial broadcasting ( the broadcast industry, the government, the broad-
cast audience) regarding what constitutes appropriate standards of social
performance. Second, goals for broadcasting must be flexible enough to
serve the many and varied segments of the nationwide commercial broad-
cast community. If national goals originate with only one group, no mat-
ter how representative or well intentioned, the risk of censorship is bound
to arise. Third, if goals are formulated by too many disparate groups, the
results can be too diverse and fragmented to be effective.

In a series of policy statements,' this Committee has recommended
that government agencies, health organizations, and colleges and univer-
sities establish goals and objectives so that the public can understand their

7 Improving Federal Program Performance (1971), Building a National Health-Care
System (1973), and The Management and Financing of Colleges (1973).
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purpose and can judge them by their own criteria. We see no reason why
this should not be done in the case of the broadcast media.

Among other things, goals for broadcasting should be a thoughtful
express,Lors of industry standards. One of the best efforts of this kind is the
TelevLiun Code of the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB). (Ex-
cerpts from the code appear on page 42.) It is concerned with the content
of programs and commercials and with the amount of time permitted
for advertising. Explicit in the code are specific goals and objectives for
broadcasters. A major shortcoming, however, is that although it is held
up as a model of industry self-regulation, it is unenforceable and in certain
areas, such as maximum allotted time for commercials or violence in
entertainment, is often not adhered to by subscribers. -Moreover, no
subscriber has ever been deprived of association with the code for violat-
ing any of its principles.°

Although we urge stricter adherence to the code, we also believe that
other voices should contribute to the process 'of establishing meaning-
ful and workable goals for broadcasting. Networks, broadcast industry
groups, and individual stations should all play a role in this process, but
so should groups that represent the broadcast audience. High on their
agenda should be issues such as broadcasting's political responsibilities,
the picture it presents of contemporary society, the mix between enter-
tainment and public affairs and between programming and commercials,
and the presentation of varying points of view. If serious public discus-
sion of these goals can begin, priorities will emerge, and we can start to
discover what the most appropriate role for commercial over-the-air
broadcasting is and what roles should be assumed by other modes and
technologies in a national communications system.°

See memoranda by D. WREDE PETERSMEYER, page 103.
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PRINCIPLES GOVERNING PROGRAM CONTENT

(Excerpts from the Television Code
of the National Association of Broadcasters)

It is in the interest of television as a vital medium to encourage
programs that are innovative, reflect a high degree of creative skill,
deal with significant moral and Social issues, and present challenging
concepts and other subject matter that relate to the world in which

the viewer lives.
Television programs should not only reflect the Influince of the

established institutions that shape our values and culture, but also ex-
pose the dynamics of social, change which bear upon our lives.

To achieve these goals, television broadcasters should be con-
versant with the general and specific needs, interests, and aspirations
of all the segmerits of the cOmmunities they serve. They should affir-
matively seek out responsible representatives of all parts of their
communities so that they may structure a broad range of programs
that wHI inform, enlighten, and entertain the total.audience.

Brnadcasters should also develop programs directed toward ad-
vancing the cultural and educational aspects of their communities.

To assure that broadcasters have the freedom to program fully
and responsibly, none of the provisions of this Code should be con-
strued as preventing or impeding broadcast of the broad range of
material necessary te help broadcasters fulfill their obligations to op-
erate in the public interest.

The challenge of the broadcaster is to determine how suitably
to present tf)e complexities of human behavior. For television, this re-
quires exceptional awareness of considerations peculiar to the me-
dium.

Accordingly, in selecting program subjects and themes, great
care must be exercised to be sure that treatment and presentation
are made in good faith and not for the purpose of sensationalism or
to shock or exploit the audience or appeal to prurient interests or
morbid curiosity.

Source: Reptinted from the Television Code, published by the Code Authority,
National Association of Broadcasters, Seventeenth Edition, Second Printing,
January 1974.
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"Sesame Street," created to stimulate the education of preschool children, ap-
pears on some 250 public broadcasting stations and a number of commercial
outlets. "The growth of new technologies will place heavy demands on public
stations to help meet the programming needs of cable, filni, and cassette. If
public broadcasting is to continue its quest for excellence, maintain its indepen-
dence, and reach its full potential, it must have adequate funding on a continu-
ing basis."
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THE PROMISE OF GREATER QUALITY, diversity, and choice in televi-
sion programming was publicly proclaimed in 1967 by the Car-
negie Commission on Educational Television:

Through the diversified uses of television, Americans will know
themselves, their communities, and their world in richer ways.... Public

Television is capable of becoming the clearest expression of American
diversity and of excellence within diversity.1

We believe that public television can fulfill this promise, but not
without greater funding on a continuing basis. At the same time, we
recognize that money alone does not guarantee excellence in program-
ming. Public broadcasting must identify and address the needs of its audi-
ence. The success of any proposal for increased long-term financing will
depend on the establishment of firm, realistic goals and objectives for the

uture of public broadcasting and the effective management of its re-
sources in achieving those goals.

Public broadcasting must also determine how it will fit into a new era
in which cable television and other technologies could substantially widen
program diversity and choice. In the 1960s, public television's growth was
explosive. The number of stations increased from a little more than 50 to
over 200. The number of employees nearly tripled;* annual operating bud-
gets increased more than fivefold; broadcast hours, sixfold. But will the
same kind of growth benefit public broadcasting in the next decade and
beyond? In anticipation of a new abundance, public broadcasting may well

have to redirect its growth toward stimulating new siinrces of program-

ming and new and expanded means of delivering programs.

HOW PUBLIC BROADCASTING EVOLVED

Although noncommercial radio broadcasting had been in existence
since the early 1920s, the major impetus for public broadcasting came in
1952 when Frieda B. Hennock, a 'farsighted FCC commissioner with
strong backing in the educational community, fought for and won the

1 Carnegie Commission on Educational Television, Public Teleoision, A Program for
Action: Report and Recommendations (New York: Harper & Row, 1987), p. 18.
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reservation of television channels foi educational stations. During the1950s, public broadcasting (or educational broadcasting, as it was knownthen) grew slowly;--supported by state and local taxes, private contribu-
tions, and foundation funding. However, such support was not enough. In1962, after a year of debate, Congress passed the Educational Television
Facilities Act, making available $32 million in matching grants for the
construction of facilities.

The fortunes of educational television took a sharp upward turn in1967, the year the Carnegie Commission on Educational Television re-
leased its report. One of the report's key contributions was its emphasis
on diversity in programming. The commission envisioned a system oflocal stations that would serve the many specialized audiences notreached by commercial television. It also emphasized the need for an
interconnecting system for the distribution of quality national program-ming. But perhaps the most visible change resulting from the report was
the introduction of the term public television. The commission believed
that noncommercial television could do more than instruct its viewers;it could serve the larger public good.

The recommendations in'the Carnegie Commission report were thebasis of the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, which authorized a non-profit, nongovernmental corporation to promote and help finance public
television and radio stations. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting(CPB) was established to foster a strong and effective system for public
broadcasting. To that end, it had responsibility for receiving and dis-
tributing federal and nonfederal funds, for the production and distribu-tion of national programming, and for channeling money toward the
development of local and regional programs. It was also charged with
providing a national interconnection, of noncommercial stations. In 1970,CPB joined with a group of representatives of noncommercial televisionand radio . :,4tions and created the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS )
and National Public Radio (NPR). PBS selected, scheduled, and pro-
moted programs for public television stations; NPR produced nationalprograms for radio and distributed those and other programs to non-
commercial stations.

The Carnegie Commission specifically ruled out a government
broadcasting system similar to Great Britain's BBC or Japan's NHK on
grounds that American Public broadcasting should be an independent,
indigenous system reflecting national traditions and responding to na-tional needs. The idea, that public television might become a national
"fourth network" has surfaced at various times. But in 1974, CPB and
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the public television stations approved an agreement leaving program
choice to the local stations, a principle we strongly endorse.

Under a station program cooperative plan that went into effect in
late 1974, certain programs will be produced only if individual stations
pool their funds to pay for them. Stations will be provided with funds
from CPB and other sources; for every $4 the stations commit to specific
programs, 'the national pool will contribute $5. Although individual
stations have always been, responsible for program choice, the purpose
of this new arrangement is to have local stations gradually assume the
entire responsibility for support of the cooperative and for. CPB to turn
its attention to the development of new programming. PBS, which is
owned and operated by the local television stations, has become the
national coordinator and distributor of programming under this plan.

LONG-RANGE FINANCING

Public television and radio are beset by spiraling costs. They face
increasing audience sophistication, growing demands for special-interest
programming, and advancing pressures to modernize through the use of
color, better remote coverage, newer facilities, and improved signal qual-
ity. In spite of the rapid growth of the system, public broadcasting's reve-
nues have not kePt pace with its increased costs and responsibilities. When
figures are adjusted for inflation, the average station is now worse off fi-
nancially than it was before the Public Broadcasting Act was passed.

If public broadcasting is to continue its quest for excellence, main-
tain its independence, and reach its full potential, it must have adequate
funding on a continuing basis. The report of the Carnegie Commission
offers these goals for public broadcasting: "What we recommend is free-
dom. We seek freedom from the constraints, however necessary in their
context, of commercial television. We seek ... freedom from the pressures
of inadequate funds. We seek .. . freedom to create, freedorri to innovate,
freedom to be heard in this most far-reaching medium."

For public broadcasting, freedom, creativity, and innovation are
expensive commodities; unhappily, there has been little recognition
of their importance and cost in the authorization of federal funds. In
1973. Congress passed, and the President signed, a two,year authoriza-
tion amounting to $55 million in fiscal 1974 and $65 million in fiscal 1975,
but these amounts do not even approximate public broadcasting's real
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rieeds.-Until public 'broadcasting is freed from unreasonable financialconstraints and given adequate, sustained financial support, it can never
hope to achieve the goals set forth by the Carnegie Commission.

We believe that both local and national public radio and televisionactivities require a steady, long-range progam of financing at levels
consistent with established needs. Support must continue to come fromall sources: individuals, foundations, universities, corporations, and fed-eral, state, and local governments. However, if the federal governmentis to remain a minority partner in the public broadcasting enterprise, aswe believe it should, most of the support for public broadcasting shouldcome from nonfederal sources.

In considering various plans for federal financing of public broad-casting, we have rejected the proposal for a dedicated tax on the sale of
receiving sets and similar proposals for earmarking specific revenuesfrom a single source because we believe that money for public broadcast-
ing should be subject to the congressional appropriations process. In-stead, we are calling for increased support from general federal taxrevenues.

We believe that federal financing must be provided in a mannerthat insulates public broadcasting from political intrusion. Public tele-vision will never develop fully if it is subject to sudden changes in the
political climate. This goal can be accomplished by making federal moneyavailable on a long-term matching basis in a manner that stimulates sup-port from nonfederal sources. Moreover, long-term funding is essential
for accommodating the long lead time required for the planning andproduction of quality programming. Once a matching formula has beendecided, it will be possible for federal funding to be increased year byyear without political interference.

In July 1974, the Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) spon-sored a bill under which the government would contribute $1 for every$2.50 raised from nongovernment sources. The bill milled for a maximum
federal outlay of $70 million in fiscal 1976, up to $100 million in fiscal1980, for a total of $435 million. In August 1974, the Senate CommerceCommittee raised the appropriation to ceilings of $88 million in fiscal
1976 and $160 million in fiscal 1980, for a total of '.,4612 million, or $177million more than the original OTP legislation recommended. In February1975, OTP introduced new public broadcasting legislation with fundinglevels identical to the 1974 bill.

Both proposals fall short of the findings of the CPB Task Force onthe Long-Range Financing of Public Broadcasting, which recommended,
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"in -the light of today'S realities," 'federal -aPpi-Op-riations -Of 143- to $100
million in fiscal 1975 and up to $200 million by 1979, for a total of $750
million. The task force also recommended matching $2 of nonfederal
funds with $1 of federal funds.2

Although we endorse the concept of long-range financing contained
in these proposals, we nevertheless feel that they are limited by arti-
ficially low ceilings based on what their sponsors deem to be politically
acceptable amounts rather than on the real needs of the system. Public
radio and television are vital and growing elements in the nation's com-
munications system. The growth of new technologies will place heavy
demands on public stations to help meet the programming needs of
cable, film, and cassette. Public .broadcasting should be funded at a
substantially higher level than any of these proposals have suggested.
Our recommendations for the long-range federal .financing of public
broadcasting are stated in the following paragraphs:

Support of public broadcasting from general federal tax revenues
should be authorized and appropriated by Congress for a period of no
less than five years. The level of federal support for public broadcasting
in any fiscal year should match nonfederal support on a one-to-two basis
up to an established ceiling based on realistic costs of providing expand-
ing quality broadcasting service. Federal matching funds are a well-
established means of, providing support and offering a strong incentive
to maintain and increase state, local, and private revenue. In fact, match-
ing has been the traditional form of federal assistance for building and
improving local public broadcasting facilities and for many other
categorical-grant programs. The one-to-two formula ensures that public
broadcasting will remain principally a nongovernmental enterprise, free
from federal control.

We must stress, however, that some measure of accountability is
needed if public broadcasting is to gain the large-scale federal support
it is seeking. Until channel abundance makes it unnecessary, public
broadcasting stations should be subject to the fairness doctrine, the
equal-time requirement, and other regulations that are designed to
ensure balance and equity in programming on commercial stations.

_Once federal support is appropriated, it should not expire at the
end of the fiscal year but should be available until expended, as is cur-

2 Corporation for Pubjic Broadcasting, Report of the Task Force on the Long-Range
Financing of Public Broadcasting (Washington, D.C., 1973), pp. 5, 10.
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rent practice. The distribution of funds should be made by the Corpora-tion for Public-Broadcasting in consultation with representatives of the
public broad-LSting stations. Allowing appropriated funds to be avail-
able beyond the fiscal year'would assure private contributors that there
would be federal matchinj funds based on their actual contribution. It
would also help avoid -the trap of wasteful end-of-year spending, en-
courage efficient management, and allow for flexibility in the use of money.
We further believe that it is essential for local stations to have a voice in
deciding the distribution of funds. The station cooperative plan hasestablished an appropriate mechanism for this purpose.

Beyond the funds provided by the recommended matching plan,
federal matching grants for broadcasting facilities should be continuedby Congress at the present three-to-one, federal-to-nonfederal level.Although we have given priority to federal support for programming,
both public television and public radio are still seriously handicapped by
inadequate funding for facilities. Most public television stations still can-
not produce and broadcast in color. Many are technically disadvantaged
by lack of sufficient antenna height and by low transmitter power. Two-
thirds of the public television stations are located in the UHF range,which can be a handicap in a largely VHF market. Increr. ,ing the numberof VHF public television stations _should be a major goat c. the facilities-
grant program.°

Both operating and facilities funds should be made available fordisbursement at the beginning of each fiscal year in order to encourage
wise planning and the orderly use of resources.

Local, state, and national public broadcasting units thould encour-
age greater support from private sources. If federal money is to be pro-vided on a matching basis, all sectors of the public broadcasting system
must actively encourage support from businesses, foundations, and indi-viduals. We believe that the business community has an especially im-
portant role to play as an underwriter of innovative programs, both na-tional and local.

STRENGTHENING MANAGEMENT

The combined pressures of rising costs and limited income make it
necessary for ptiblic broadcasting stations to use their resources care-
fully. Public broadcasting stations are not businesses in the ordinary

See memorandum by C MIME FETERSMEYER. 104.
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sense, but they do share many of the management problems faced by
business organizations: problems of analysis, planning, control, and ac-
counting. In the use of their resources, public broadcasting stations, like
other organizations, should be governed by goals, objectives, and pri-
orities.

When measured in terms of capital.investment, operating budgets,
and numbers of employees, many public broadcasting stations are siz-
able in scope; yet, their internal management systems are often those of
small, basic operations. Regardless of the size of the station, principles
and techniques of sound management can increase productivity and
effectiveness and heighten accountability to viewers and to the public.

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, in collaboration with ap-
propriate business and professional organizations, should provide local
television and radio stations with a comprehensive pregram for improved
management, including opportunities for management training and
standardized models of budgeting and accounting procedures as well as
guidelines for their local application. The implementation of Unproved
management methods should be a major responsibility of local station
managers and boards of trustees.

GAINING AN AUDIENCE

Although public tek v,sion has the capacity to reach over 150 mil-
lion people and public radio over 130 million people, audiences are, in
general, relatively small. Ratings for most public television programs in
most areas are so low that they fall within the statistical margin for
error. Only in large metropolitan areas or for special, well-publicized
programs or ew.lits of national importance does public teleision com-
mand a inass audient.

For commercial broadcasting, attracting a substantial audience is
usually the detern:(Aing factor in whether a program survives or fails;
hence, audience icsec.:rch is a basic tool. Audiences for public broadcast-
ing are hardor to identify. Public broadcasting does not have an economic
incentive to attract a mass audience, nor does it have simple criteria for
success and failure.

We believe that public broadcasting should have a built-in system
kr evaluating the programming needs of its specialized audiences. Al-
though this type of advance market research is costly and therefore not
routinely conducted in public broadcasting, it was a vital element in pro-
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grain planning for public television's most spectacular success, "Sesame
Street." The audiences for "Sesame Street" were carefully researched in
advance. The originators of the program consulted such diverse experts
as psychologists and illustrators of children's books. A team of educa-
tional researchers spent eighteen months studying the interests and reac-
tions of children in all parts of the country. Because of this initial re-search, the "Sesame Street" producers clearly addressed the needs of
their audience. The result is one of the most universally acclaimed and
genuinely popular programs on public television.

We are not suggesting that public broadcasting compete for an
audience on the same terms as commercial broadcasting. What we are
swwesting is that public broadcasting make a major effort to assess the
interests and needs of its audiences and to d !termine what types of pro-
grams will meet those interests and needs and what criteria should be used
to evaluate program success. Too often, policy planners in public broad-
casting frame their objectives in vague generalities such as "to.provide an
alternative to commercial broadcasting" or "to serve the unfulfilled needs
of the viewing public." -Although public broadcasting does occasionally
attract a large general audience ( as it did with the Watergate and im-
peachment hearings), it should not make high ratings its major goal. It
should, however, continue to develop high-quality general-Interest pro-
gramming that might also draw new viewers and listeners to other,.more
specialized offerings._ Public broadcasting must state its programming
goals in specific terms: for example, "to prepare programs designed to raise
the reading level of children in grades 3 and 4" or "to reach one-tenth of
the estimated audience for chess programs" ( or symphonic music, public
affairs, and so forth). It is only by defining specific programming goals
and objectives that public television can reach apd serve its audience.
And it is the only way that cost-effectiveness, which is increasingly the
standard for government and nonprofit funding, can be measured.

We propose that PBS prepare an annual report on the special in-
terests of audiences that might be served by public television. The report
would combine public broadcasting audience surveys with a.wide range
of audience data and opinion research from outside sources. The cost of
the first report would be high, but the periodic updating would be con-
siderably less expensive, especially when balanced against the great ad-
vantages of having such detailed information available. Public television
would be better able to program for identifiable audiences and thereby
eliminate costly programming for which there is little discernible interest.
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We recommend that management at all leVels of the public broad-
casting system develop principles and techniques for determining the
interests and needs of its audiences, the kinds of programming that will
reach those audiences, and the criteria to be used for evaluating a pro-
gram's success. We urge the Public Broadcasting Service to prepare an
annual report indicatirIg the special interests of audiences that might be
served by public televilion.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR PUBLIC TELEVISION

In commercial television, the audience ratings serve as both a mea-
sure of accountability and a measure of business success. A high rating
may indicate that a program is reaching millions of viewers who are
potential purchasers of a televisiOn advertiser's product or service. Public
television need not measure its success by sheer numbers, but it should
conduct performance evaluations to determine how successful its pro-
grams have been in achieving their stated goals with the audiences they
seek to reach, For example, the producers of "Sesame Street" and "The
Electric Company," its counterpart for older children, know that even
if their programming material matches their stated goals, these programs
cannot be considered successful unless they help children to read. To
measure program success, Children's Television Workshop, the producing
organization, works with such agencies as the EducatiOnal Testing Ser-
vice. The service has developed a group of tests for children who watch
the programs, measuring improvement on the basis of specific curriculum
objectives. Children's Television Workshop also has its own staff of re-
searchers who supply feedback from viewers and recommendations for
improving various projects.

Although such massive feedback from all public programming is
not possible and probably not necessary, what is necessary is an evalua-
tion system to determine the success of individual programs in reaching
tlie-ir target audiences, whether national or local. Public television must
be accountable to the audiences it is supposed to serve. Without some
way of developing programs to serve a fcnown audience, it can never hope
to attract significant support. But with.iin evaluation system designed for
its specific needs, public television will have hard audience data with
which it can justify the investment of public money, even though tbe fig-
ures will be much lower than those for commercial television.

The initial cost of such an evaluation system will be high. But since
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55the goal is not overnight judgment, performance evaluations could beconducted monthly, quarterly, or even less frequently.We recommend that the Corporation for Public Broadcasting estab-lish a
performance-evaluation system in order to determine how success-

ful programs have been in achieving their stated goals with the audiencesthey seek to reach.

PUBLIC BROADCASTING AND THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Even with a massive infusion of new money, public broadcastingfaces the same constraint that all broadcast media face: the scarcity ofchannels. But with the growth of cable and other new technologies, newdelivery systems and totally new concepts in programming are possible.Cable could become a major force in
communicaUons, and the roleof public television and radio could change radically with such a develop-ment. With virtually unlimited channel capacity, there could be unlimitedopportunity for programming to satisfy all tastes and needs. We havealready noted that many public television stations are assigned to theUHF band, where the coverage a station can achieve is less than in theVHF band. Cable can offer these stations a larger potential viewing audi-ence and can put them on an equal basis, in terms of picture quality andease of tuning, with the more powerful VHF stations. Public radio canalso achieve widened coverage through cable radio services. As we indi-cate in Chapter 4, the electronic media could become more like print, withthe capacity to handle as much programming of as many different typesas the public is willing to support.If public broadcasting is to grow with the new technologies, it mustadapt to changing circumstances and respond to new opportunities. Pub-lic broadcasting stations must begin to direct their efforts toward pro-gramming for cable and must explore the means by which they can gaingreater access to cable channels outside their own coverage area. Publicradio and television produce programming for specialized audiences, andboth face the problem of choosing one type of program over another forany particular time slot. With cable's potential for multiple channels, sev-

eral programs could be shown simultaneously either by leasing additionalchannels or by selling or renting programming to cable operators.Instruction was one of the earliest goals of educational broadcasting,and cable could provide new outlets for instructional programming fromthe preschool level through adult education. Universities and municipali-
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ties that operate public bzoadcasting stations might explore the possibility
of owning cable systems and diverting part of their revenues to noncom-
mercial and instructional programming operations.

To program for an abundance of channels and a multiplicity of uses,
public broad -ters should consider expanding their broadcast facilities
into local ah :egional public telecommunications centers, which would
create and produce educational, instructional, and cultural progamming
or would provide facilities for others to do so. This material could be made
available to public television and .radio stations, commercial stations, ca-
ble systems, schools, and individual users ( in cassstfes ).

The blic telecommuniCations centers could develop, libraries of
video and audio materials and programs in film `and cassette form, which
could be distributed electronically or by mail. These branch libraries
could supply materials to the Public Television Library, which now serves
as a national depository of programs produced loca4, regionally, or na-
tionally for public television and which has already set iip experimental
video cassette viewing centers in several localities. The Public Television
Library could more appropriately become a national publib 'telecommuni-
cations center, housing a wide variety of audiovisual materials in forms
compatible with the newer technologies. It would preitide- a valuable in-
formation resource for the nation and, as a clearinghouse, would help to
eliminate the duplication of effort that now takes place in-the production
of public broadcasting programs.

The future relationship between technology and public broadcasting
could move in many directions. Satellites, for example, could provide
more economic distribution, the opportunity to distribute by function,
and the ability for stations to join together to meet common functional
needs. Public television should also continue work incaptioning for the
deaf, which allows those viewers with hearing problems to ire, special de-
coders to see captions with regular programming. Subsidiary coininunica-
tions Authority ( SCA ) frequencies could provide special servibes ior blind-
and other print-handicapped persons.

To assure a place for public broadcasting among the new techfirolo-
gies, public broadcisters should focus their efforts on programming for a
wide variety of purposes: public television stations, commercial stations, .

cable systems, schools, and individual users. To accomplish this, we urge
them to consider expanding their stations into local and regional public
telecommunications centers. We also urge public broadcasters to plan
now to adapt to other new technologies such as satellites and to offer
special services for the deaf and the blind.
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Cables strung on telephone or utility poles provide a conduit for cable television.
"The basic product of cable is over-the-air commercial and public broadcasting
programs whose signals are picked up from local and distant, stations and trans-
mitted with improved re,7eption by cabb systems to their subscribers. But cable
is increasingly Originating programs of its own or leasing channels to others for
that purpose."
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OST AMERICAN TELEVISION VIEWERS select programs from three,
four, or five channels. In larger cities, the choice may be much
greater. Cable offers the potential of widening the selection of
channels far beyond anything presently available.° The capac-

ity of the coaxial cable, unlike that of the broadcast spectrum, has no in-
herent limits. It can offer twenty, forty, or even eighty channels. Thus,
cable offers new possibilities for educational, municipal, and cultural pro-
grams and (as we indicate in Chapter 3) new opportunities for public
television and radio. Broadband technology not only improves reception
of over-the-air broadcasts but also makes possible the "cablecasting of
specialized programs unavailable to broadcast audiences. In the more dis-
tant future, regional or national satellite interconnections of cable systems
could distribute special-interest programs and a panoply of business and
consumer services,,such as banking and shopping.**

The term cable can be misleading, however, and policy discussions
often ignore the.. fact that cable embraces three distinct forms of
subscriber-supported communications service:

1. The original'CATV (community antenna television) was a method
of bringing improved television service to areas- that had inadequate re-
ception. In its early days, such a system typically carried from three to
five channels.

2. A newer service strengthens existing signals, imports additional
signals into areas already served by television, and in certain cases origi-
nates programs of its own or leases channels to those who do. This is a
twelve-channel system (or in some larger cities a twenty-channel system )
that provides more varied program fare. This service may involve direct
subscriber payment on a per-program or per-channel basis (pay cable ).

3. A projected forty- or eighty-channel system can provide not only a
more diverse broadcast service with improved signal quality but also a
wide array of nonbroadcast entertainment and information services, in-
cluding two-way communications.

All three categories are similar in that they share a closed-circuit,
rnultichannel delivery system. But only the first two form the cable tele-
vision industry as it exists today. Cable today is mainly an extension of
over-the-air broadcasting. It can pull in a signal that has previously been
unavailable, or it can make an existing signal sharper and brighter. Cable
could become a comprehensive communications medium in its own right,
offering a wealth of entertainment and information services, but its per-
forrnance has yet to match its potential.***

See memorandum by C. WREDE PEI ERSMEYER. page 95.

See memorandum by JOHN SCHNEIDER, page 104.

See memorandum by C. WREDE RETERSMEYER. page 105.
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CABLE ECONOMICS AND REGULATION

The cable television industry is a classic capital-intensive industry.
Its future development will be determined in great measure by the avail-
ability and cost of capital; yet, because of the economic and regulatory
climate, venture capital is presently in very short supply. These difficulties
are compounded by the fact that the construction of a cable system re-
quires a heavy initial investment. Furthermore, the return in the early
years is slow; it may be ten years or more before an investor realizes a
substantial profit. For these reasons, cable is essentially a franchised Mo-
nopoly in its service area.

It is clear that the prodigious amounts of private capital needed for
cable construction cannot be obtained without the expectation of future
profitability. The cable business derives most of its revenues from installa-

CABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS

Costs of constructing a cable system have escalated rapidly over
the years, and they continue to rise sharply. In 1964, _the average
cost per mile for a twelve-channel system was approximately $4,000.
Today, $6,000 per mile is considered a minimum estimate for over-
head cable, and local conditions can increase that cost many times.
If cable can be laid in conjunction with utility lines, the saving
could be several thousand dollars per, riffe; 'out if utility conduit
space is unavailable, underground construction can inflate costs
dramatically. In New York City, the complex underground conduit
system, right-of-way problems, expensive labor,'ind other difficulties
have boosted costs to more than $50,000 per mile. Adding further to
these costs is a 1972 FCC ruling requiring the construction of twenty-
channel systems in larger markets.

Sources: Martin H. Selden, Cable Television U.S.A.: An Analysis of Govern-
ment Policy (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1972), p. 40. Current estimates
from National Cable Television Association and Sterling Manhattan Cable
TV, Inc.
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tion charges and regular monthly fees paid by its subscribers; a small pro-
portion of its revenues is also derived from advertising and pay cable.
Installation fees are usually no more than $20; monthly rates range from
$4 to $9. The financial success of a cable system ( i.e., its ability to cover
its costs and show a return on investment) depends on the percentage of
subscribers it can enroll from among those households passed by the cable.

There are currently more than 3,000 operating caliit systems
throughout the United States; reaching some 10 million households, or
about 14 percent of the nation's television homes ( see Figure 1 ). Cable's
economic future rests with the remaining 86 percent of television house-
holds. Most of this potential audience is situated in the 1.00 largest mar-
kets, which have easy access to a number of over-the-air television chan-
nels. In these markets, federal policy prior to 1972 virtually prevented
cable systems from importing distant signals.' That policy was designed
to protect the existing over-the-air television service from what was re--
garded as unfair cable competition,* and it dampened cable's growth in the
nation's large urban areas. Presently, only 15 percent of all cable systems
are in or within thirty-five miles of the 100 largest markets. Under the
rules adopted in 1972, cable is freer to expand into majoz markets, but the
amount of competition it can offer through the use of broadcast signals
remains limited.

WHAT CAN CABLE DELIVER? .

The basic product of cable is over-the-air commercial and public
broadcasting programs whose signals are picked up from local and distant
stations and transmitted with improved reception by cable Systems to
their subscribers. But cable is increasingly originating programs of its own
or leasing channels to others for that purpose. Larger cable systems are
required to make one channel available for municipal, educational, and
palfc-access programs ( which give citizens a chance to speak out on any
issue ).* ( See Figure 2.) Although costs are presently prohibitive, the
cable industry envisions two-Way communications systems, facsimile re-
production of newspapers and mail, and a wide range of business, home,
health, educational, and municipal services.

I See Appendix A, "A Brief Regulatory History of Cable Television."

See memoranda by .c. VIREDE PETERSMEYER. page 106.
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The product of cable is often thought of as special-interest programs,
but at present, the major portion of its product is movies, sports, and enter-
tainment programs that appeal to relatively large audiences and compete
directly with over-the-air television. Essentially, cable is equipped to
provide as wide a variety of programs as subscriber-fees, advertising, and
direct subscriber payment are capable of supporting.

The cable industry justifies carving out a piece of television's mass
audience on grounds that these markets can provide the revenues that
will enable it to offer specialized programs and a diversity of innovative
communication services. The key policy question is: To what extent
should cable be allowed to compete with broadcast television for pro-
grarns and audiences?

NATIONAL CABLE POLICY

Cable must first succeed as a business before it can realize its full po-
tential as an innovative technology. It must deal constructively with the
problems it faces as a young industry in times of economic stress. Its costs
have risen beyond expectations, and potential subscribers, expecting more
from cable than an auxiliary broadcast service, have become disillusioned.
As a result, profitability has declined, investors have become disen.
chanted, and venture capital has become scarce.*

But cable's comniercial success has also been limited by an uncer-
tain regulatory climate. A national cable policy, is urgently needed to
establish a regulatory framework within which cable can operate with
some assurance about the future. We are not suggesting that cable policy
can or should be firmly fixed for all time. In fact, such an approach might
well doom cable's future. Clearly, cable's regulatory posture must be flexi-
ble in the immediate years ahead. But the need for flexibility should not
1-4-ecome an excuse for failure toformulate a national cable policy.

We believe that if cable is to become a significant means of widen-
ing the range of programming and information services available to the
American consumer, it should be allowed to prove its value in the mar-
ketplace. It is not at all clear, however, that additional channels of com-
munication per se necessarily mean a broader or better range of services.
There are cogent arguments for protecting the established broadcast
service if a competitive system deprives the public of present benefits
without offering the piospect of future improvements. What is needed,
therefore, is a national policy that strikes a reasonable balance between

See memorandum by HERMAN L. Wuss, page 107.
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TABLE 1. GROWTH OF THE CABLE INDUSTRY IN THE U.S.

Year Total Homes
(thousands)

TV Homes
(thousands) CATV Systems

Subscriber
CATV Homes
(thousands)

CATV Saturation
of TV Homes

(percent)

1952 44,760 15,300 70 14 0.1

1953 45,640 20,400 150 30 0.2

1954 46,660 26,000 300 65 0.3

1955 47,620 30,700 400 150 0.5

1956 421,600 34,900 450 300 0.9

1957 49,500 38,900 500 350 0.9

1958 50,370 41,925 525 450 1.1

1959 51,150 43,950 560 550 1.3

1960 52,500 45,750 840 650 1.4

1961 53,170 47,200 700 725 1.5

1962 54,300 48,855 800 850 1.7

1963 55,100 50,300 1,000 950 1.9

1964 55,900 51,600 1,200 1,085 2.1

1965 56,900 52,700 1,325 1,275 2.4

1966 57,900 53,850 1,570 1,575 2.9

1967 58,900 55,130 1,770 2,100 3.8

1968 59,900 56,670 2,000 2,800 4.9

1969 61,300 58,250 2,260 3,600 6.2

1970 62,700 59,700 2,490 4,500 7.5

1971 64,500 61,600 2,639 5,300 83

1972 66,280 63,500 2,841 6,000 9.4

1973 68,330 65,600 2,991 7,300 11.1

1974 69,859 69,400 3,158 8,700 12.5

1975 Figures 70,837 3,200 10,000 14.1
unavailable
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the promotion of diversity through cable and the preservation of an effec-
tive system of over-the-air broadcasting. Indeed, if a national cable policy
is to generate the necessary political support, such a balance of interests
is essential.

Our recommended policies for cable reflect a substantial consensus :

of this Committee. But it is fair to point out that widely conflicting view-
points were expressed by a minority of the members. On one side were
cable proponents who maintained that both law and regulation. grant
cable access to the broadcast spectrum and that cable should there'-
fore be allowed to compete without regulation for audiences and for
programs of all kinds. On the other side were advocates of over-the-air
broadcasting who maintained that cable has built .an .indstry "on the
backs" of broadcasting by using its programs. They argued that the im-
portation of distant broadcasting signals and the siphoning of mass-
audience programs by cable constitute unfair competition which could
stunt the growth and profitability of oyer-the-air television and perhaps
destroy free television for the American consumer.

Our policy recommendations seek to resolve these divergent views
by achieving a fair balance between measures that will allow cable to
prove its worth in the marketplace and measures that will safeguard the
great strengths of over-the-air .broadcasting.

Before there can be agreement on the key elements of a national
cable policy, there must be a clear concept of the goals that such a policy,
should seek to attain. We believe that a national cable policy should in.:
dude measures that will achieve the following goals: °

Reasonable and regulated competition between cable and over-the-air
broadcasting

NondiScriminatory access to cable channels for program suppliers and
users

Increased capital investment in cable and greater quality, diversity, and
convenience in program presentation

Protection for program producers and creative talent against unautho-
rized usc of their works when retransmitted by, cable

There is no simple strategy for reaching these goals. No single
measure will automatically produce an abundance of programs for the
American consumer, nor will it provide the perfect competitive market
for doing so. Bather, a variety of interrelated actions must be taken if
cable is to-offer the diversity of communications services that we believe
is in the public interest.

See memorandum by O WREDE PETERSMEYER. pade 107.
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1I1E 2. A CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEM
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Cable is presently regulated as an adjunct to broadcast television, a
medium whose capacity is limited by the scarcity of frequencies. Al-
though the FCC's authority over cable is far from clear, cable remains
subject to FCC regulation that addresses both the ownership and the
programming concerns spelled out in the Communications Act of 1934.0
As such, it is subject not only to ownership restrictions but also to the
equal-time provision of the Communications Act, the fairness doctrine,
and rules mandating the reservation of channels for special public pur-
poses. Long-range public policy must be based on a view of cable as a
medium of abundance. If cable can meet the large requirements for
capital and creative resources, it could become (like print and film) a
medium free of restrictions on ownership and content, one.that is open
and accessible, with the capacity to handle an abundance of program
material of as many different varieties as the public is willing to accept
and pay for.° °

But a sound.cable policy rnust also include' measures to promote a
transition from the present regulatory system, in which cable is treated
largely as an extension of broadcasting, to a market system, in which it
will be capable of serving a wider variety of tastes and needs. As this
transition takes place, we foresee a gradual brit ultimately substantial
removal of federal controls.

We do not underestimate the difficulties that will be encountered
during the period in which a gradual reduction of regulation must take
place. The report of the Cabinet Committee on Cable Communications,
which called for separation of ownership and program control as a long-
term policy, suggested postponing this policy and other long-term rec-
ommendations that flow from it until 50 percent of the nation's homes
are wired for cable.2 But we believe that under present regulation, such
a 50 percent level of penetration will never be reached.

The cable industry's overwhelming need in the short term is to
obtain the necessary new program material to fill cable's multichannel
canacity. This is the only way that cable owneri can attract sufficient
numbers of subscribers in urban markets to generate the profits necessary
to obtain large-scale risk capital.*** Thus, a 'policy that allows the cable
owner to program a minimum number of channels on a nondiscrimina-
tory basis is imperative. For the same reasons, we support the selective

2 U.S. Cabinet Committee on- Cable Communications, Cable: Report to the President
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974).

See memorandum by WREDE PETERSMEVER, page 108.

See memorandum by .CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR., page 108.

°See memoranda by ."ROBERT R. NATHAN , page 92, and by C. WREDE.PETERSMEYER, page 95.
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relakation of restrictions on ownership and a gradual phasing out of cer-
tain restrictions on pay-cable operations. A strengthened copyright law
for protecting program owners and creative artists whose works are
channeled to cable subscribers is badly needed and long overdue. Mea-
sures should also be taken to clarify the conflicting and overlapping
federal, state; and local jurisdictions that cloud the regulatory environ-
ment in which cable operates.

The implementati.on of these policies should be carefully monito- 1
to assure that they achieve the dual objectives of promoting program
diversity on cable and preserving an effective system of over-the-air
broadcasting.

If the past is any guide, these p6licies will not unfold automatically
according to a precise schedide but.will be shaped bY the push and pull
of political decision making. Thus, policy making for cable will not be an
orderly process. However, our goal is to find a way to cope with the un-
certainty and disorder that now exist, not to aehieve perfect order.

A BALANCED STRATEGY

The following paragraphs examine the key elements in a national
strategy for cable that will achieve the objectives of promoting greater
program diversity through cable and of still maintaining an effective
system of_over-the-air broadcasting.

Our recommendations for cable are very closely interrelated. Any
single recommendation followed in the absence of the others is unlikely
tcraccomplish its stated goal adequately. They must therefore be com-
prehended as an integrated program.

These recommendations represent the Committee's best judgment
concerning the measures required to fashion a balanced and coherent
cable policy. They are nevertheless made with full understanding that
information about cable is fra.grnentary at best, often contradictory, and
far from conclusive. Additional information is needed to evaluate the
market _potential of both present and prospective cable programs and
services. More should be known about how changes in government regu-
lation, cable technology, and capital markets affect the industry's ability
to provide varied and specialized programs and services. Data are lacking
about the consequences for program producers, cable subscribers, and
the general public of offering programs and services in competition with
over-the-air broadcasting and other established technologies.°

See memorandum by CHARLES P. BOWEN. JR . page 108.
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Cable Ownership and Access. To assure an appropriate level of
over-the-air broadcasting and to provide incentives for new programming,
the cable-system owner should control the channels used for retransmis-
sion of local and distant over-the-air broadcast signals and should be al-
lowed to originate or control programs on a limited number of additional
channels. The remaining channels, representing the majority of those po-
tentially available, should be leased by the sjIstem owner on a nondis-
criminatory basis to all who wish to offer. programs and services to meet
the individual needs, interests, and tastes of cable subscribers.

In the early stages of cable's growth, there will be minimal danger
that the system owner who originates his own programs might engage in
practices designed to discourage competition from other program sup-
pliers. Now and for some years to come, the major challenge will be to
secure enough program material to fill cable's multiple channels and
thereby inCrease subscriber growth. But as cable systems mature, there
will be increasing incentives for the owner to try to monopolize the sys-
tem. Steps must then be taken to require cable owners who originate
their own programs to demonstrate affirmatively that these programs do
not restrict competitive access to the system. For example, franchising
authorities might require cable operators to make availabk for lease to
others one equivalent channel for each channel used by the cable owner
for program origination or for retransmission of broadcast signals.

Cable systems should be governed by a policy of nondiscriminatory
access. Owners should be allowed to originate or control programming
on a limited number of channels but 'should be required to demonstrate
affirmatively that they are not restricting the competitive access of
others.

If the cable industry is to .receive the large inffision of capital,
creative, and technical resources that it needs, federal regulations should
not discourage broadcasters, publishers, or 'any other group, particularly
groups that tend to have a large supply of-those resources, from owning
or investing in cable. systems.

We believe that current restrictions on cable ownership are an in-
hibiting influence on the full development of cable and that they con-
tribute to uncertainties about its. future. Present FCC regulations ban
ownership of cable systems by broadcast television stations within the
community they already serve; ownership by television networks is
banned altogether. Broadcasters and publishers are those most likely to
be affected by competition from a successful cable system. They should
not be prevented from owning or investing in Cable systems or from
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supplying programs for cable in the markets they serve Or elsewhere,
providing this does not lead to single-owner domination of the media in
a particular market.

We recognize the concern that media monopolies may limit the
range of ideas and information available to the public and reduce com-
petition for advertising and possibly for audiences. The federal govern-
ment should be alert to the dangers of media concentrationInd should
be Prepared to take action to curb it through strict enforcement of the
antitrust laws. However, exhaustive studies have found little evidence to
justify such concerns, even in markets of relative media scarcity." A sec-
ond concern is-that owners who are local broadcasters will not develop
cable as aggressively as a nonlocal broadcaster would. However, we be-
lieve that cable's multichannel capacity, if governed by a policy that
assures nondiscriminatory access for all channel users, considerably less-
ens the threat of mediaolomination or anticompetitive practices result-
ing from common ownership of different media in the same market.

Under present economic conditions, it is unlikely that investment in
cable systems would advance very far even if ownership restrictions were
totally removed. However, this should not be a reason for maintaining
ownership controls in markets in which they are clearly unwarranted.

Restrictions on the ownership of cable systems by broadcasters and
networks should be relaxed to allow common ownership in selected
markets in which a diversity of media and media.owners already exists.°

Copyright for Cable. As early as 1931, Justice Louis D. Brandeis,
writing for the Supreme Court, supported the notion of encouraging cre-
ativity in the electronic marketplace when be said that picking up radio
signals and retransmitting them was a public performance for which the
creators should be compensated.' In 1968, the United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Second Circuit similarly held that the cable retransmission of
distant television signals constituted a performance and was thus subject
to a fee.5 However, the Supreme Court niled in 1974 that cable operators
do not violate copyright law when they pick up and retransmit distant

3 See Walter S. Baer et al., Concentration of Mass Media Ownership: Assessing the
State of Current Knowledge (Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 1974).
4 Btick v. Jewell-LaSalle Realty Co., 283 U.S. 191 (1931).
5 Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists Television, 392 U.S. 390.(1968),

See memoranda by ROBERT R NATHAN and by C. WREDE PETERSMEVER. page 96.
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broadcast signals. Nevertheless, Associate Justice:Potter Stewart, writing
for the majority, made it plain that shifts in commercial relationships in the
communieations industry "simply cannot be controlled by means of litiga-
tion based on copyright legislation enacted more than half a century ago,
when neither broadcast televion nor CATV waS- conceived." Major re-
forms in the copyright law are essential.

Cable is no longer merely an antenna system for over-the-air broad-
casting; it is a cominercial enterprise that charges its subscribers for a
service and originates some programs of its own. Full applicability of the
copyright law can provide important incentives for the creation of inno-
vative programming for cable. It is urgent, therefore, that Congress enact
new copyright legislation to protect the creative efforts of writers, com-
posers, producers, and owners whose works are channeled to cable sub-
scribers.

Determining just compensation for a creative product distributed
by cable has been extremely difficult. More precise economic studies are
required in order to fix reasonable fee scales. In the absence of such in-
formation, however, the parties concerned should jointly establish a
schedule of royalty payments, and Congress could provide for compul-
sory arbitration if agreement between the parties canhot be reached.

Congress should modernize and strengthen the copyright law,
nr,king it applicable to the retransmission of programs picked up by
ci.ole systems from distant broadcast signals.°

Pay Cable. One of the most controversial issues in the development
of cable involves the payment of a fee by subscribers above and beyond
the basic monthly rate on a per-program or per-channel basis for pro-
grams that would not otherwise be available to them.

Proponents of the pay-cable format argue that the future, of cable is
closely .tied to its ability to offer marketable programs for direct sub-
scriber payment, particularly in major urban areas, but that present pro-
gramming restrictions imposed by the FCC prevent cable operators from
doing so. Hence, cable's major ourrent soncern is with removing these
federal controls over the programming ( chiefly movie's and sports) that
is crucial to attracting new subscribers in the bigger cities. Under present.

TelePrompter Corp. v. 'Columbia Broadcasting System, No. 72-1628 (1974); and
Columbia Broadcasting System v. TelePrompter Corp., No. 72-1633 (1974).

See memoranda by E B FITZGERALD and by C WREDE PETERSMENTJ page 96.
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rules, movies are available to pay-cable companies only during the first
two years of their release; after that, they are not available again for ten
years. Movies that are over ten years old may be shown at the rate of one
a month for one week only. Continuing series featuring a fixed cast of
characters are not allowed over pay cable. Certain sports events are pro-
hibited unless they have not been carried regularly by commercial sta-
tions within the preceding two years.7 °

Proponents view pay cable as a major incentive for continued invest-
ment in the cable industry and as the only means by which cable can ful-
fill its promise of program abundance and diversity. They claim that be-
cause pay-cable programs may be offered several times a day, every day
of the week, present restrictions are depriving viewers of the right to watch
programs in their own homes, uninterrupted by commercials, and at their
own convenience. Beyond such mass-appeal programs as movies and
sports, proponents promise a variety of new educational and cultural pro-
grams on a pay basis; this, they believe, can also provide new sources of
income for the nation's financially troubled educational and performing
arts institutions.

Opponents of pay cable, on the other hand, maintain that cable op-
erators will eventually outbid advertiser-supported television for the best
movies, sports, and other programming, thereby siphoning or drawing
off programs that are now offered free, and that they will perhaps some
day move all television from an advertiser-supported to a pay system. A
total free-market system, without any controls, they contend, is not likely
to add to the richness and diversity of the programming the public re-
ceives because new programming can be costly and difficult to develop.
Rather, iemoval of all restrictions would simply divert the most popular
programs from conventional over-the-air television to pay cable and thus
make cable compulsory for many viewers who want to continue to see
their favorite programs without charge. Those who stand to lose the most
from relaxing present antisiphoning rules, they claim, are low-income

7 On November 15,1974, the FCC issued "tentative instructions" to its staff that would
permit pay-caWe operators to show new motion pictures within three years of their
theatrical release, instead of the present two years. The proposed new rules. would
permit pay operators to offer both original series and any that had not played on
commercial television during the preceding five years. The proposed rules would deny
to pay cable certain sports events unless they have not been carried by commercial
television for five years, instead of the present two years, but would loosen restrictions
on games that television does not cover.

See memorandum by CHARI ES P. BOWEN. JR., page 108
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groups that cannot afford to pay for these programs and the residents of
rural areas that cannot be economically served by cable.

We believe that a mixed system of support for cable prograi .
should be encouraged. Using the print media as a model, cable shcztia
accommodate various forms of financing, including direct subscriber pay-
ment for programs and advertising, if it will increase the choice and
quality of programs and offer them at different times that may better
serve the convenience of the viewers.°

It is clear that substantially more information is needed before a
definitive policy on pay cable can be developed. There is little empirical
evidence either to support or to refute the contention that advertiser-
supported broadcasting has been, or is likely to be, seriously threatened
by cable. Moreover, pay-cable policies can affect different markets differ-
ently. Without substantial experimentation, the nature of demand for
cable programs under 'various price, cost, and market conditions, as well
as the consequences for cable subscribers and the general public, cannot
be easily ascertained.

In the absence of such information, several policy options are
available:

1. Freeze existing programming controls, and allow cable to evolve
on the basis of its ability to improve signal quality and offer programs
other than movies, sports, and series programs now available on adver-
tiser-supported television.

2. Declare a limited moratorium (four or five years) on all pay-
cable programming restrictions and allow pay cable to be tested freely in
the marketplace. If evidence develops that pay cable is competing un-
fairly or harming the public interest, programming controls should be
reimposed.

3. Phase ont programming restrictions gradually and selectively,
and authorize carefully Controlled experiments designed to acquire em-
pirical data on pay cable's impact on free over-the-air television service.
If evidence develops that pay cable is competing unfairly or harming the
public interest, steps should be taken to restrain it, perhaps including
reimposition of the present controls.° °

All three options offer both advantages and disadvantages, but we
believe that the-third option, that of phasing out controls gradually and
selectively, is most consistent with the national cable policy goals set forth

See memorandum by *C.: VIREDE PETERSMEYER. page 108.

Se memorandum by EDWARD N. NEY, paae 98
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earlier in this chapter. Only some 130,000 of the nation's 66 million tele-vision homes now subscribe to pay cable, so it poses little immediate threat
to over-the-air television. It should be given a fair test so that evidence of
its impact can be determined as experience with it is accumulated.

We are aware of the pitfalls in a gradual, experimental approach.On the one hand, if experimentation proceeds too slowly and is too selec-tive, it will not give pay cable a fair test, and prudent financial manage-ment will not make the necessary private investment..On the other hand,if experimentation proceeds too quickly and is too extensive, it will be
difficult to reverse, regardless of what the results may show. However, wedo not advocate blind experimentation; we urge experimentation that isbased on careful analysis and study and that offers high probability of
success. Experiments should seek to determine whether pay cable erodesthe audience for over-the-air television in significant numbers, whetherit deprives the public of access to programs it can now watch on broad-
cast television, and whether it weakens the financial base of broadcasttelevision to the point where it must curtail its present service. Experi-ments conducted in a variety of markets may shed light on a number ofinfluences and consequences. To monitor experiments and review theirresults, the FCC should appoint san independent panel that would issueits findings and recommendations to Congress and to the public.

We see no alternative to experimentation despite its difficulties as a
means of gaining more knowledge abont the effects of pay cable on over-
the-air television and its ability to serve the public.

Programming restrictions on motion pictures and series programsshould be phased out gradually and selectively. The Federal Communi-cations Commission should authorize and carefully monitor experimentsdesigned to evaluate the impact of such deregulation on free over-the-air
television service. If loosening program controls on movies and seriesprograms leads to unfair competition or other developments injurious tothe public interest, the Federal Communications Commission shouldtake steps to curb such practices; these steps might include reimpositionof the present controls.°

Sports events are a special case. We believe that certain restrictionson professional sports programs are justified on grounds that professional
sports are particularly suited to over-the-air television presentation. Unlike
movies, sports are not usually subject to editing, and they do not suffer, as
other programs do, from commercial interruptions. Television and sports
events have enjoyed an interdependent relationship that has produced alarge and loyal audience, and the public's right to view the most popular

See memoranda by CHARLLS F. BOWEN. JR . and by EDWARD N NEY. pages 97 and 98.
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sports events on television without direct charge should be protected. At
the same time, however, only 30 percent of all.professional sports events
are now regularly televised. The pay-cable industry should be allowed to
compete for games that are not shown regularly on over-the-air television.

Antisiphoning restrictions on major sports events should be main-
tained, but pay-cable regulations should be modified to allow the pre-
sentation of games that are not regularly televised.°

Two-Tier Regulation. The division of responsibility for cable regu-
_lation among federal, state, and local governments needs both rationaliza-
tion and clarification. The present confusion and delay created by over-
lapping and fragmented jurisdictions will probably never be completely
eliminated, but it can be substantially reduced through more orderly
regulatory arrangements. We believe that a two-tier (federal and state)
system of regulation can bring considerable order to the regulatory chaos
that now exists.

The FCC should be responsible for establishing the jurisdictional
framework of policies of state regulatory agencies but should not be
allowed to preempt state powers. It should establish requirements con-
cerning minimum channel capacity and minimum technical standards for
the construction and operation of cable systems. Continuing federal
supervision will also be required with respect to the authorization of
carriage of over-the-air television signals and for the enforcement of
federal regulations governing copyright and ownership and of laws gov-
erning libel, obscenity, and profanity. The federal government should
authorize cable experiments and play a major role in furthering research
and analysis in the cable field.

Each state should establish a special commission or agency empow-
ered by legislation to assume major responsibility for the regulatilth'
cable systems. The commission should identify appropriate franchist
areas within the state and, where special circumstances dictate, delegat::
franchising powers to local governments, particularly large cities,
provide overall guidance to these governments for their franchising activ-
ities. It should establish standards for the allocation of leased channels or
a nondiscriminatory basis.

The key justification for the reallocation of responsibilities from the
local to the state level is the widespread lack of experience, u,chnical ca-
pability, and management resources at the local level in many ..ornmuni-
ties. This is not to say that many states are not similarly handicapped, but

See-memoranda by 'CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR.. b . B. FITZGERALD,

and by c viREDE PErERSMEYER, pages 99 and 100.
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they are better equipped than local governments to acquire the necessary
resources and capabilities. Moreover, the states are in a good position to
moderate boundary and jurisdictional disputes that inevitably arise
among overlapping and fragmented localities in the consideration of cablefranchises. -

At present, only twelve states have assumed authority over cable.°Of these, only three have established special cable commissions for this
purpose. The remainder have assigned this fesponsibility to public utili-
ties Or public-service commissions, whose primary concern is the regula-
tion of common carriers and other utilities and businesses. These commis-
sions are responsible for fixing the rate of return on investment, regulating
the level and structure of rates, and enforcing the provision of uniform
service. However, cable is both structurally and substantiVely differentfrom other common carriers; therefore, its regulation requires a separate
state agency that is attuned to its special characteristics and problems.

We recommend a two-tier system of government regulation of cableinvolving the federal government and the states. The Federal Communi-
cations Commission should establish the jurisdictional framework to as-
sure that state regulation is consistent with national polidies. State gov-ernments should establish state commissions with authority over cable-
franchising activities and procedures. Where local conditions warraut,states should delegate franchising powers to local governments, particu-
larly large cities with proven resources for the regulation of a cablesystm..

It is impossible within the scope of this statement to indicate all Ow
various interim measures that will be required before our recommendedpolicy for cable can take full effect. Nor can we plot with certainty fly;
pace of change from present cab3e policies to thoSe we are proposing
What is important, however, is the direction that these changes 'shouldtake and the ultimate goals that we are seeking. National policies for ca-ble should move toward a relaxation of federal controls and a moc im-
portant regulatory role for state governments. They should be designed to
promote diversity on cable while still maintaining an effective syslcm ofover-the-air broadcasting.

" See Appendix B.
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Richard Wiley, chairman of the FCC, recognizes a speaker at a public meeting
in Washington, D.C. "The FCC is the public's guardian of the airwaves. Although
it is formally accountable to Congress, it isor should beultimately accountable
to the public and to the public interest."
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HE CAPACITY OF GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS tO respond to change

is vital to the advancement of public policies for broadcasting
and emerging technologies. Government regUlatory policy not
only must deal with the immediate problems of the industries

involved but also must anticipate The ways in which new technologies
can affect the regulatory climate of the future. We-believe that the or-
ganization and management of government activities in the field of com-
munications must be modernized and strengthened. We give a high
priority to measures' that will :emove judicial responsibilities from the
FCC and place them with a communications court and that will bolster
the research and analysis capabilities of the FCC with adequate funding
and staff.°

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION .--

The FCC, lilce other regulatory agencies, operates in a complex en-
vironment in which many forces come into play. Its success in creating
effective communications policy requires sensitivity to economic and
technological conditions and to political power and social change. It de-
pends on achieving the right blend of processes and techniques; legal,
administrative, and technical resources; and political leadership.

:The FCC assigns frequency bands" to nongovernment communica-
tions services, licenses and regulates stations and operators, and regulates
common carriers, including telephone, telegraph, specialized carrier, and
satellite entities. It is administered by seven commissioners who are ap-
pointed by the President to serve for terms of seven years with the ap-
proval of the Senate. The commissioners are organized in a collegial body
that supervises all FCC activities. They delegate many technical and
administrative functions to staff units, but policy determinations are the
responsibility of the commission as a whole.

One commissioner is designated chairman by the President. The
chairman presides at all commission meetings, coordinates and organizes
its work, represents it in legislative matters and in communications with
other government departments, supervises all FCC activities, and dele-
gates fesponsibilities to staff units, bureaus, and committees of com-
missioners.

The FCC has been a subject of study and scrutiny since its forma-

tion, and the overwhelming conclusion of this analysis is that the FCC

See memorandum by 'JOHN A. SCHNEIDER. page 110.
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has not been performing effectively. The general criticism of the com-mission is that it has had great difficulty formulating coherent, forward-looking communications policy.°
Robert E. Cushman, who advised the President's Committee onAdministrative Management during the 1930s, declared in a report:"Neither the Radio Commission nor its successor, the Federal Commu-

nications Commission, has come to grips with the major policy problemswhich are involved in the regulation of the radio industry."' The Hoover
Commission asserted that the FCC had "been far from successful in
achieving continuity of policies in .areas where it was possible to doso. Even during periods when the composition of the commission wasfairly continuous, stated policies were either transgressed Or neglected."2In a 1960 report to President-elect Kennedy, James M. Landis com-mented: "The Federal Communications Commission presonts a somewhat
extraordinary spectacle. Despite comiderable technical excellence on thepart of its staff, the Commission has drifted, vacillated, and stalled inalmost every major area. It seems incapable of policy planning, of dis-posing within a reasonable period of time the business before it, of
fashioning procedures that are effective to deal with its problems."3 Presi-dent Johnson's Task Force on Communications Policy concluded thatthe agency did not have the "resources to develop sufficient in-house
capability for the analysis of major issues having technical, economic, and
regulatory dimensions, even when these issues are central to its regulator./
responsibilities."4

These studies and others that this Committee has reviewed cover
forty years of FCC activity and service by more than fifticommissioners

1 Robert E. Cushman, The Independent Regulatory Commissions (New York: OctagonBooks, 1972), p. 730.

2 U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Regulation
of Broadcasting: Half Century of Government Regulation of Broadcasting and theNeed for Further Legislative Action (Washington, D.C.: Special Subcommittee onLegislative Oversight, 1958), p. 108.

3 JaMes M. Landis, Report on Regulatory Agencies to the President-Elect, (Wash-ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1960).

4 U.S. President's Task Force on Communications Policy, Final Report (Washington,D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968), Chap. 9, p. 24.

See memcrancP.m by 'C. INFIEDE PETERWEYER. page 100.
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with widely divergent views and backgrounds. They provide a solid
foundation on which to build a policy for reshaping the commission.5

A COMMUNICATIONS COURT

Major causes of the FCC's deficiencies are the increasing scope,
complexity, and detail of broadcast regulation and the lack of time, staff,
and budget to create and execute sound, forward-looking policy. The
greatest portion of the coMmission's time is taken up with daily execu-
tive, administrative, and prosecutory matters. Lacking the time and
wherewithal to develop long-range policies, it has had no alternative but
to base its regulatory judgments on a history of past practices. Therefore,
prior behavior is often incorporated into policy without reflecting social
or technological change.

The FCC's reliance on traditional rules and precedents inevitably
places any challent.-r to the established industry in the position of
threatening a rigid, firmly entrenched system. Thus, the FCC has often
been called a captive of the industries it regulates, isolated from the public
interest and alienated from the broader aspects of public policy.

We believe that the trend toward the separation of rule making and
adjudication in the FCC has helped to eaSe the commissioners' burden of
settling individual cases and has allowed them to devote more time to
establishing meaningful rules and national policy. But a complete separa-
tion of the functions of rule making and adjudication is in order. What is
needed is a communications court that would assume the commission's
present adjudicatory responsibilities. The establishment of a communica-
tions court would also free the commission from conflicts that inevitably
'arise when-it must enforce the rules it has instituted.

5 Other sources that provided background for the Committee's recommendations are:
Leonard H. Marks, J. Roger Wollenberg, and Edward P. Morgan, "Revision of Struc-
ture and Functions of the Federal Communications Commission,"-Federal Cornmuni-
cations Bar Journal 18 (1963): 4; Newton N. Minow, Equal Time: The Private Broad-
caster and the Public Interest (New York: Atheneum Publishers, 1964); U.S. Presi-
dent's Advisory Council on Executive Organization, A New Regulatory Framework:
Report on Selected Independent Regulatory Agencies (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1971); and Henry Geller, A Modest Proposal to Reform the
Federal Communications Commission (Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 1974).
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The idea of a communications court was discussed by the 1955
Hoover Commission and more recently in a report by the Federal Corn-
rnunications Bar Association.° This latter report pointed out that because
the FCC lacks the time, the professional background, and perhaps the
inclination, it has decided its cases according to the institutional ap-
proach, which places study of the record and opinion writing with a
staff that necessarily rationalizes the results previously arrived at by the
commissioners. The report also noted that the FCC has never established
adequate standards or criteria for reaching its quasi-judicial decisions.

We recommend that the adjudicatory functions now exercised by
the commission be conferred upon a new communications court. This new
court would follow the pattern of the United States Tax Court while it was
part of the executive branch. The judges would be appointed by the Presi-
dent with the advice and consent of the Senate for ierms of at least twelve
years in order to assure their independence. They would sit individually,
but a review by the entire court might be provided in matters of unusual
importance. Appeal would be to the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit, as is now the procedure with most FCC
cases. The communications court should be financed by congressional ap-
propriation, but the funding should be separate from that of the FCC. As a
court of special expertise, it could act on an informed basis in all areas,
even in the sometimes subjective field of comparative licensing.°

POLICY RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

Research and analysis, conducted by the FCC and outside it, should
play a larger role in determining national communications policy. Al-
though we believe that government regulation of broadcaAiug, will be
necessary for many years, we also believe that regulatory plicic-3s must be
flexible enough to adapt to developing technologies.. A proliferation of
diverse electronic media should bring about a correstistinding decrease in
the need for FCC regulation..

In order to prepare for this future abundance and diversity, the FCC
should substantially strengthen its research and analysis capabilities. The

Marks, Wollenberg, and Morgan, "Revision of Structure and Functions of the FederalCommunications Commission."

See memorandum by .w D. EBERLE. page 111
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commissionhas already recognized this need. In 1973, it established the
Office of Plans and Policy, but the work of this office has only recently be-
gun. The office was created to recominend research blueprints and:proj-
ects to the commission and to evaluate and analyze proposals made by
other offices and bureaus. It has a small staff of economists, engineers, at-
torneys, and other professionals and is charged with working with indivi-
dual bureaus in originating proposals, coordinating various recommenda-
tions, and Offering alternative courses of action for present and future
policy.

_ We support the goals of this office and encourage Congress and the
FCC to allocate sufficient funds for their accomplishment. The ,office
should serve as a center for improving interdisciplinary research and anal-
ysis capacities both for the commission as a whole and for the individual
bureaus. It should also serve the important function of coordinating poli-
cies for the interrelated policy aspects of the new_technologies..

To sh.engthen its research and an'alysis capabilities, we revOinmend
that Congress and the Federal Communications Commission give high
priority to the growth and development of the Office of Plans and Policy.
Funding should be sufficient to allow experienced 'economists, engineers,
attorneys, and social and political scientists to proVide strong policy re-
search and analysis both for .the commission as a whole and for the
individual bureaus.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION AND CONGRESS

The FCC is both an independent regulatory agency and an arm of
Congress, subject to congressional funding and review. The, failure of
Congress to provide long-range guidelines and standards for the FCC has
Weakened the commission anlmade it more vulnerable to other forms of
congressional and political inflw -ice. The President's Advisory Council on
Executive Organization ( Ash Council )7 concluded that congressional _par-
ticipation in agency regulation is more necessary than ever 'because of
the increasing interdependence of natior,al economic policies- which

7 U.S. President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization, A New Regulatory
Framework: Report on Selected Independent Regulatory Agencies (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 15. Roy L. Ash was chairman of the
council.
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emerge froidbudget and fiscal action, economic regulation, and industry
promotion by government."

In addition to neglecting its responsibility to formulate guiding pol-
icy, Congress; through the Senate, has yielded to considerable pressure
from the executive branch and the industry in the appointment of FCC
commissioners. Even though the Senate has the final authority over any
FCC nominee, no attempt has been made to set definite standards for the
President to follow in nominating new commissioners.

Another major congressional failing has been in the vital field of ad-
ministrative oversight. The relationship between a legislative committeeand the agency it oversees calls for a continuous feedback to the commit-
tee about progress, achievements, and problems, supplemented by regular
annual hearings and quadrennial reviews. Although Congress itself may
lack the information and expertise it needs to review the activities of the
FCC, we believe it should make greater use of outside resources. and ob-
jective, nonpartisan advice. Thus, it can better establish meaningful stan-dards of FCC performance and better assure that the public interest is
reflected in regulatory policy.

PLURALISM IN THE REGULATORY PROCESS

The FCC is the public's guardian of the airwaves. Although it is for-
mally accountable to Congress, it isor should beultimately accountable
to the public and to the public interest. We feel, therefore, that the FCC..
must be especially sensitive to the views of the many groups that make
up the public and that it should consider their interests in guiding the
nation's communications system. -

Business, ethnic groups, labor, consumers, government, and other
special-interest groups all have a stake in broadcast policy. If the FCC is
to fulfill its charge to act in the public interest, it must be constantly aware
of the danger of overidentifying with the problems and interests of any
single group. Such an awareness should lead to the determination to pre-
vent any group or groups from exerting undue influence over its policy
deliberations.

One mechanism that is often proposed to assure that the citizen's
voice is taken.- fnto account in the making of broadcast policy is the
establishment of a high-level citizens' advisory committee to observe the
communications scene and issue findings and recommendations. However,
we believe that yet another watchdog committee, yet another blue-ribbon
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panel, is not the answer. Such an organization could very easily become
dominated by groups with power and influence, leaving the less powerful
as disenfranchised as they were before.

It is in the FCC's interest to make its decisions in light of informa-
tion ayailable from many quarters, and it should seek out, hear, and con-
sider as many interested and informed opinions as possible. In 1974, the
FCC initiated a series of regional meetings at which the public can meet
commissioners and staff members and air its problems. We strongly sup=
port such initiatives. Public meetings, both in Washington and around the
country, can, if properly conducted, provide the FCC with a firmer grasp
of national sentiment regarding the many issues under its jurisdiction.

What we are proposing is simply a more receptive attitude on the
part of the FCC to a wide range of serious, well-considered views. What
is needed is a free flow of responsible influence, not from one group or a
small cluster of groups, but from a great many sources.° Not every claim
will be entitled to satisfaction, but each is entitled to be heard, and no one
group should become so dominant that it submerges the claims of all
others.

ROLE OF THE EXECUTIVE IN COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

On February 9, 1970, President Nixon subMitted to Congress a re-
organization plan creating the Office of Telecommunications Policy
( OTP). This action continued .a trend.toward the accumulation of admin-
istrative and technical expertise in the executive branch that began with
the President's Communications Policy Board, which President Truman
created to cope with the competition between government and nongovern-
ment users of radio frequencies. President Truman was the first President
to make a comprehensive examination of the nation's communications re-
quirements. During the Eisenhower administration, the functions of the
Office of Telecomniunications ,.dvisor to the President, established by'
President Truman in 1951, were-shifted to the Office of Defense Mobiliza-
tion ( ODM ) in the Defense Department. ODM was authorized to coordi-
nate government activities in telecommunications and report to the Na-
tional Security Council. A second Eisenhower directive merged ODM with
the Federal Civil Defense Administration to form one office, the Office of
Civil and Defense Mobilization ( OCDM ). In 1958, OCDM's director es-
tablished a Special Advisory Committee on Telecommunications, which

See memorandum by c. WFIrDE PETERSMEYER, page 112.
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recommended an executive office to make policy and carry out the Presi-
dent's communications responsibilities.

Before assuming office in 1960, President Kennedy commissioned
James Landis to examine the federal structure for the management of
telecommunications. The Landis report emphasized the need for strong
executive coordination of both domestic and- international communica-
tions. In 1962, President Kennedy established the Office of Telecommuni-
cations Management (OTM ) within the.Office of Emergency Prepared-
ness. -

Athough OTM was a small office with a small budget, it became the
focal point for the executive branch's interest in communications policy.
The search for a stronger mechanism continued into the-Johnson admin-
istration under the President's Task Force on Communications Policy,
which called for strengthening the total policy-making capability through-
out the government, both in the FCC and in the executive branch. The
task force report recommended a new executive office to assist the FCC in
gathering and updating operational expertise and to provide the President
with the latest problem-solving and forecasting techniques based on eco-
nomic, technological, and communications systems analysis.

When President Nixon took office, much of the groundwork for cen-
tralizing communications policy had already been laid. The trend toward
more centralized executive telecommunications control can be explained,
in part, by the federal governthenes increasing need for sophisticated
communications techniques. The government's total investment in tele-
communications is. more than $100 billion, and its annual expenditure for
equipment, research, and development exceeds $7 billion.

OTP was established to serve as the President's principal advisor on
telecommunications policy, to manage the government's own massive
telecommunications system, and to prepare emergency communications
capabilities. It was also charged with conducting and coordinating eco-
nomic, .technical, and systems analyses of telecomm.:.iications policies,
activities, and opportunities and with developing ( in cooperation with the
FCC) a comprehensive long-range plan for improved management of all
the resources of the electromagnetic spectrum.

OTP's main function is to advise the President. But in the early
1970s, it stirred controversy by encroaching on the regnlatory authority of
the FCC and issuing threats to both commercial and noncommercial
broadcasters,This deviation from its stated purpose tended to obscure the
valuable research and-coordinating work being performed by OTP. There
is a clear need in the White House for an advisory office that can explore
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the effective use of telecommunications technologies and concepts and can
make policy recommendations to the President which can serve as a basis
for recommendations to Congress for new or modified legislation. OTP
must, of course, respect the division of powers among the executive
branch, the FCC, Congress, and the,courts. But as a White House advi-
sory office, it should continue to examine the government's system of
telecommunications and to provide communications expertise to the
President. Moreover, OTP can provide a valuable service by making its
advice, research, and technological expertise available to the FCC in a
free, reciprocal exchange of information that would be valuable to both
organizations.



II Memoranda of Comment,
Reservation, or Dissent

Page 12, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER, with which MARVIN BOWER has asked tobe associated

I do not approve of the statement and do not think it should be published.
It proceeds from a series of assumptions and hypotheses that are themselves un-
supported and yet build upon each other and permeate much of the stater:. '.
This approach makes a thorough recitation of reservations or dissents virt14,1
impossible save in a document longer than the policy statement itself. Accord-
ingly, this general comment and several specific notes will focus on some of the
more basic problems presented by the policy statement, its methodology, inade-
quate supporting material, and some of its conclusions and recommendations.
The failure to note particular !natters should not be taken as approval of all
portions of the statement not specifically discussed.

Essentially, the statement ( other than the section on public broadcasting )
makes two assumptionzg (1) that there is widespread dissatisfaction with com-
mercial television and ( 2) that broadcast facilities are scarce and then proceeds
to the conclusion that cable and pay television are the answer. Both of the as-
sumptions are fallacious, and the conclusion fails to take into account the essen-
tial public=interest questions in the cable-versus-free-broadcasting debate. I fur-
ther am disappOinted that the statement uses scarcity as the ieason to defer
recommending granting to broadcasting the full rights c-..f the First Amendment
until there are- more voices through cable television; there ar >. already many
times more radio and television stations than daily newspapers.

Page 12, by JOHN A. kHNEIDER, with which C. WREDE PETERSMEYER has
asked to be associated

I dissent from the basic thrust and recomrn,.:Attions Of this statement on
national policy as summarized in this chapter a:al detailed in the pages that
follow.

Broadcasting's contributions and successes are dismissed in a few sen-
tences. Instead, a picture is presented of the Amer:can people rising almost as
one, demanding more and better undefined efforts in the name of societal good.
But one cannot honestly speak of "the public's expectations" as this document
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does. The voices of protest that are the loudest are those of the elitists who
would sUbstitute judgments for those of the professionals and the public.
So it is with this document.

In dealing with cable, this statement overlooks the trail of broken promises
and virtually ignores the unfair competitive advantage that cable already has
over free television and would give cable, still greater leverage. Wittingly or
not, these recommendations, if they could be dompletely implemented, would
result in the replacement of free television, not with a better system, but with a
pay system.

I also find it startling that this statement accepts government regulation of
the broadcast press as a given. Thoughtful individuals are wondering about the
wisdom of such regulatory involvement; the statement does not even ask the
right questions.

There are, of course, commendable proposals in this statement. Unfortu-
nately, some carry unworkable caveats. Equal time for political candidates
would be lifted, for example, apparently to be replaced by wall-to-wall candi-
dates (national, state, and local ) appearing ad nauseum before elections.

Then there are the ringing proposals that lead to nowhere. Tbe statement
wants broadcasters "to establish identifiable goals and objectives that can pro-
vide a measure of success or-failure in serving the public interest." That, of
course, is what every broadcaster does every three years at license renewal time
for all to see, and his community is the first to let him know whether he passed
or failed. What more does the Committee want?

This policy statement is idealistic, as perhaps it should be. But idealism
must converge with reality somewhere. This statement falls far short of that
goal.

But the most unfortunate aspect of this document is that I came away not
recognizing broadcasting as I,and millions of viewers know it.

Page 12, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

I strongly, disagree with the implication that such questions are widely
held and reflect a general public discontent with hioadcasting.

A medium as pervasive in its'reach and impact as television, which tries
respond to the interests and tastes of 213 million Americans, is not going to sat-
isfy every person all of the time. Moreover, like all of our institutions, both pub-
lic and private, television is not perfect. It has had its failures, and it has its
problems. But much of the criticism comes from those who fail to understand
or are unwilling to accept the essential nature of the medium.

Commercialtelevision is built on reaching most of the people most of the
time with entertainment and information ( hence the word "broadcasting"). It
is far and away the most broadly based of all thz popular media. Providing a
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service that has such broad appeal constitutes a real and important service in
the public interest. I disagree with those who seem to believe that the public
interest is served only by limited-appeal programming of an 'educational or cul-
tural nature.

Critics of television programming are more often than not those whos!
personal preferences do not coincide with what most people enjoy. Those critics
want more of what they like, ancr they look with disdain on what most of their
fellow citizens like. The fact is that the great majority of people prefer football
to the ballet and Archie Bunker to Hedda Gabler. I do not find that fact up-
setting.

Specialized program tastes have always been served to some extent by
commercial television, and to a greater extent than is generally realized. Some
regular programs and all sorts of specials attest to that. Whether such is enough
is a matter thaLcan be argued endlessly. Public television is, of course, designed
to meet the demand for specialized programming on a full-schedule- basis. The
size of the demand is measured by the small share of audience ( less than 3 per-
cent) that regularly watches educational stations.

One indk.:ation of the regard in which the public holds television is found
in the results of the most recent national opinion poll ( fall 1974 ) conducted by
the Roper Organization, which show that the public rated television stations
higher, in terms of "excellent" and "good" peifOrmance, than local schools, gov-
ernment, newspapers, and churches. Moreover, television's performance rating
is currently higher than at any time since such a question was first asked in 1959.

Page 13, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

Broadcasting facilities are not all that scarce. There are 947 television sta-
tions (93 percent of the public can receive four or more stations) and 7,715
radio stations. Broadcasting is a highly competitive business. If more channels
v:ere available, there is serious doubt that the economics of radio and television
would ensure more stations than there now are, just as there are economic limi-
tations on the number of newspapers, where spectrum limitation is not a factor.
Good programining is expensive, and its cost must be amortized over a large
number of viewers to support it. .

The assertion that broadcasting occupies choice,portions of the spectrum
while new nonbroadcast users are crowding the spectrum fasterthan technology
is finding ways to accommodate them fails to take into account the enormous in-
efficiencies in nonbroadcast use of the spectrum, the failure of the Federal Com-
munications Commission to obtain an adequate data base on existing nonbroad-
cast uses, and its further failure to require effective utilization of frequencies
now used by such users. Moreover, there is presently allocated for nonbroadcast
use a large portion of the spectrum that is not being used at all.
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Page 14,by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

I see no connection between "enlarging the reach and impact of the In --
dia" and "encroaching on individual freedom and privacy."

Page 17 ,by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

It is difficult to quarrel with the proposition that fair competition among
technologies in the marketplace should be encouraged. But to urge that cable
should be allowed to prove its value in the marketplace and to talk of encourag-
ing fair competition between cable and television broadcasting is to pose, not to
answer, the issues. Competition from "pure cable" ( which would rely wholly on
its own product, would carry no broadcasf signals, would bid in the market-
place for its product, and would be subject to the same degree of copyright lia-
bility as broadcasting), of which there is virtually none, would be true matt-
place competition. But competition with cable that uses broadcast signals to-get
into the home is neither fair nor true marketplace competition when such cable
either pays .no copyright fees for the regular television broadcast programs it
purloins or receives a compulsory license on some fixed-fee basis or with arbi-
trators fixing the fees for the product, as to which the broadcaster could receive
no such favorable treatment. The essential issue here is the extent to which
cable should be permitted to import and hence sell the programs of free broad-
casting, thereby building its business on the back of a business with which it
expects to compete. ( See my comments re copyright, page 96.)

Pages 17, 21, and 68, by ROBERT R. NATHAN, with which C. WREDE PETERS-
M EYER has asked to be associated

It is certainly desirable to rely to the maximum feasible degree on the
marketplace, but it must be recognized that cable today relies primarily on re-
broadcasting programs available from over-the-air broadcasts. Since cable must
for the foreseeable future continue to rely heavily on over-the-air broadcasts,
would be most unfortunate if it were allowed to attract away from over-the-air
broadcasting such programs as movies and sporting events that arc now avail-
able without charge to viewers. This could weaken over-the-air broadcasting
and also could compel people to pay for programs that they now view without
direct charge.

There is no assurance that, if cable were to build viability by shifting cur-
rent free over-the-air programs to a pay basis via cable, the cable stations would
spend more money to develop new programs.

Every encouragement sbould be giVen to cable because it can become an
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important medium, but except for-areas where over-the-air broadcasts are not
readily riaiiiied, cable is really a new industry that has not yet developed the
economic foundation for its growth and development. Most important, that
foundation should not be allowed to affect over-the-air broadcasting :,dversely.
If that were to take place, both over-the-air and cable systems could be dam-
aged.

Page 18, by OSCAR A. LUNDIN

The specific recommendations contained in this policy statement appear
to me to represent reasonable steps toward achievement of an effective national
telecommunications system. I recognize, however, that this is a highly technical
subject and that .the implementation of some of these recommendations may
pose problems not readily evident to those who are unfamiliar with the com-
plexities of the industry.

Pages 19 and 32, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER, with which R. HEATH LARRYand HOWARD C. PETERSEN have asked to be associated

Safeguard from whom? The tentativeness of the statement's recommenda-
tions in not abolishing the fairness doctrine and not fully repealing the equal-
time provision of the Communications Act until there are more voices ( presurn-ably cable) is based on a presumption that there is not now sufficient diversity
of broadcast channels. There are already 8,662 broadcasting stations, compared
with only 1,752 daily newspapers. In television alone, there are 136 cities with
three or more television stations, compared with only five cities with three or
more daily newspapers. Those who are dissatisfied with television program-
ming for one reason or another have seized on the scarcity theory as the philo-
sophical justification for the intrusion of government into the program process.

Why must broadcasting wait to have the full rights granted ,the "press"under the First Amendment almost 200 years ago! The First Amendment, pro-hibiting as it does government interference with communication smorig the
people, is the cornerstone of all our freedoms, the rock on which our democratic
society is built. That its protection should not have been automatically extended
to television and radio is a grotesque paradox. What can be the meaning of the
First Amendment if it is not to be applied to the most accepted form of com-
munication we have. If Marconi had been born before Madison: is there anydoubt as to what the Founding Fathers would have said?

I had hoped that the trustees of CED would have been' on the battlefront
along with other distinguished citizens who are urging the extension to the elec-
tronic press of the same freedoms granted the printed press. Former Senator
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Sam J. Ervin, jr., has characterized the enforced fairness concert as "a fickle
affront to the First Amendment.. . . If First Amendment principles are held not
to apply to the broadcast media, it may well be that the Constitution's guaran-
tee of a free press is on its deathbed.... . The broadcast media enjoy under the
Constitution the same basic freedoms of expression that the newspaper does.",,

Senator William Proxmire, who is waging an individual campaign on the Senate''
floor to extend First Amendment protection to 1.---oadcasters, has said, "When
the Fairness Doctrine is examined for what it is, it is not fair at all. It is_a form
of prior restraint which does not square with First Amendment freedoms." And
Justice William 0. Douglas has said, "I fail to see how constitutionally we can
treat TV and the radio differently than we treat newspapers. . . The Fairness
Doctrine has no place in our First Amendment regime. It puts the head of the
camel inside the tent and enables administration after administration to toy
with TV or radio in order to serve its sordid or its benevolent ends."

l'ages 19 and 32, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER. with which R. HEATH LARRY
has asked to be associated

If the fairness doctrine must be maintained, I disagree with this recom-
mendation that the FCC ruie on fairness complaints promptly. Case-by-case re-
view greatly intensifies the temptation by the FCC to second-guess the broad-
caster. I would urge that the FCC judge the possible unfairness of a broadcaster
in handling controversial issues only at license renewal time, based on a pattern
of behavior over a longer period.

Pages 19 and 32, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER. with which R. HEATH LARRY
has asked to be associated

How can one "experiment" with fairness? What if some broadcasters are
unfair? The Founding Fathers believed that the unchecked power of govern-
ment"was a far greater threat to liberty than the possible abuse of free speech
by priv:- !-e citizens or organizations. I had-hoped that the CED trustees would
have agreed, without the necessity of "experiments."

Pages 19 and 34, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

Here again, the statement relies on the fallacious scarcity theory to delay
the full repeal of Section 315 until there are _more channels. CED was on the
right track in its statement Financing a Better Election System, issued in 1968,
when it recommended outright repeal of Section 315,
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95

The statement talks in generalities about the twin goals of channel abun-dance and the resulting diveisity of programming. Nowhere are the hard ques-
tions asked, let alone answered: Will an abundance of channels significantly
increase the diversity af programming? If such diversity does come, who will
benefit from it?

An abundance of channels, in terms of technological capability, does not
guarantee program' diversity. It is increasingly clear that cable, particularly paycable, will seek to emphasize popular-appeal programming (like sports and
movies), programming already the ma:lstay of free _television. Moreover, ifsuch diversity should become a reality, only those who are connected and whc .
can pay the price will be able to take advantage of it. To theextent that the
offerings of free television are diminished by subsidized cable, those who rely
on free television ( i.e., those who cannot afford cable and those who live inrural areas where stringing cable is uneconomic) are going to get less diversityand quality, not more.

Pages 21 and 68, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

Essentially, the statement proposes to subsidize the development of cable
by continued use of broadcast signals and special copyright treatment becauseof the enormous capital cost necessary to develop a nationwide cable system.
The statement regards this subsidization as important to achieve the "blue-sky"
promises of broadband cable communications. Cable costs are ine ,:x1 prodi-
gious, as the statement says. But the statement presents no hard figures as to
how prodigious those costs would be. Studies made for the President's Task
Force on.Communications Policy in 1968 indicate that, when adjusted to 1980
&liars, the capital costs of istablishing a nationwide system of conventional
cable would be approximately $231 billion and annual operating costs approxi-
mately $70 billion! Moreover, the costs of two-way video-grade service (re-
ferred to on page 13 ), which would be necessary to provide all of the "blue-
sky" promises, would be astronomic, approximately $2 trillion in capital costs
alone. It is difficult to see how this Committee can justify recommendations for
profound changes in communications policy without more than the most super-
ficial treatment of the actual costs that would be entailed.

If there is sufficient demand for cable's product (as the statement implies)
that will "[widen} the range of programming and information services avail-able," there is another way. Cable can make it on its own by creating special-
interest pi ogramming, or indeed creating its own mass-appeal programming,without rAying at all on retransmitting free broadcasting's product.
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Pages 21 and 71, by ROBERT R. NATHAN

Common ownership of cable systems by broadcasters and networks should
be allowed only under very strict rules and regulations. Perhaps only two cable
Channels should be available for use by such owners. It is very important that
the broadcasters and networks do not control the very best programming and
then argue that there is no demand for other channels. It will be necessary to
establish regulations on rates charged for other channels 'to be sure that diver-
sity of users arid uses will not be hampered.

Pages 21 and 71, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

I oppose permitting broadcasters to own CATV systems in the same mar-
kets in which they own television stations. Allowing broadcasters to import sig-
-nals that would compete against those of their own stations would inherently
involve conflict of interest. There are hundreds of markeis in which broadcasters
can own and operate CATV systems, if they wish, other than those ( a maximum
of seven) in which they can own stations.

Pages 21 and 72, by E. B. FITZGERALD, with which CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR.,
and C. WREDE PETERSMEYER have asked to be associated

Unrestricted cable retransmission of distant television signals violates.the
"free market" right of program originators to undiminished enjoyment of their
property. It is particularly troublesome to the professional sports industry that
cable systems, which do not receive the pertiVASiOn of nor pay the sports pro-
gram originators for the right to cablecast its;sports events, are permitted to
cablecast h.; games in unfair competition with the sports teams themselve's and
with broadcast television stations, which do pay for this right.

I concur with the policy recommendation to the extent that copyright pro-
tection must be increased in this area. However, I would add the requirement
that any copyright proposals should specifically endorse the concept that a copy-
right proprietor in a free market should be able to control whether or not his
programming material shall be carried at all as a distant signal on a cable tele-
vision system.

Pages 2 / and 72, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

Today, in the absence of copyright liability in any form for the retransmis-
sion of broadcast signals, cable stands in a unique and anomalous situation. It is
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akin to a retailer who takes whatever he wishes from wholesalers and manufac-
turers, sells the products for his own benefit, and never pays a dime to those who
created or packaged those products. While 'the statement urges that major re-
forms in the copyright law are essential, it fails to come to grips with the basicelements of the copyright issue or to realize the implications of the copyright
scheme it evidently endorses.

The type of copyright legislation for cable that is uuder active considera-
tion today and that apparently is endorsed by the statement would provide some
remuneration for those who create and own program rights but would do noth-
ing to change the basit anomaly that exists today in the absence of copyright.
The current copyright revision bills pending in Congress would adopt a scheme
of compulsory licensing for cable retransmission of local broadcast signals and
at least some distant broadcast signals. Compulsory licensing involves the pay-
ment of a specified fee, usually calculated in terms of a percentage of gross
receipts. The poiicy statement simply asserts that if the parties are unable to
agree on the amount of this fee, it could be established through compulsory
arbitration.

Any compulsory license, regardless of the manner in which the amount of
the fe is determined, would insulate cable from the competitive marketplace inthe bargaining for program rights. The cable operator would still enjoy the
enormous competitive advantage of simply taking wliitev-er product was avail-
able to him under the compulsory license upon payment of the specified fee.
Just as the automobile dealer, who could take all the automobiles he wished
froni each manufacturer upon payment of a nominal percentage of the gross
receipts that the dealer obtained from retailing those vehicles, would enjoy an
enormous competitive advantage over the dealer who must bargain both for a
franchise and meet the manufacturer's price on each car, whether the dealer
ultimately able to sell the vehicle at a profit or not, so too a cable operator with
a compulsory license enjoys an enormous competitive advantage over broad-
casters who must bargain for the right to use programs.

If cable is to have such an enormous competitive advantage, it cannot
complain on grounds of "free competition when continuation of that competi-
tive advantage is conditioned upon eschewing conduct which is inconsistent
with maximizing both the quality and quantity of broadcast service. Specifically,
cable cannot complain nf limitations on distant-signal importation or on the
types of programs that may be used for pay-cable purposes.

Pages 22 and 75, by CHARLES P. BOWEN:JR.

There are two fundamental issues here: (1) the feared impaot upon an
old, well-established information-distributing technology ( over-the-air broad-
casting ) of competition from a newer one ( cable) and (2) whether the older
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technology should be protected against cable by artificial, noneconomic operat-
ing restrictions imposed in broadcasting's behalf by a federal regulatory agency.
Regulations limiting price competition for program material and for audience
and limitations on program timing and format are not compatible with open-
market competition and should be removed in the immediate future. Modern-
ized copyright laws providing for negotiated fees to program owners are, of
course, a parallel requirement.

Pages 22, 74, and 75, by EDWARD N. NEY

I believe a positive approach to cable regulation leads to these conclusions:

1. The reason I am concerned about commercial broadcasting is that it
performs essential social functions relating to economic, political, and cultural
life. It is a major commuaity resource that must be maintained until its social
functions can be adequately performed by other media.

2. I do not favor protectionist regulation that would keep new businesses
based on new technologies from affecting the economic or social standing of
existing businesses any more than I would have favored protectinghorse-drawn
carriages from the automotive industry or print from broadcasting or radio from
television.

3. Broadcasters are in the business of packaging and distributing com-
mercially sponsored programming. I believe that there will always be advertiser-
supported television designed to reach large market segments and significant
blocks of consumers. The programming may not be exactly what is broadcast
today, but the economic and social needs will be there, and companies perform-
ing the function today will probably continue to do so. Broadcasting, after all,
gets its name from its method of distribution, not from its product. The product
and its manufacturers will remain in business even if distribution patterns
change.

4. Under the best of circumstances, there will not be more than 1 million
pay-TV subscribers by 1980. This is hardly enough to create the near-term
threat to broadcasting that is often projected.

5. "Gradual relaxation of regulation" is impractical, as it never truly creates
the option of free competition so that the results of such competition may be
measured; nor does it offer any meaningful measure for the pace of relaxation,
with the natural result that the pace will be dictated by political influence more
than by justice.

9
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6. Therefore, since I do not see the threat to broadcasting in the next five
years projected by many, since I see nothing practical emerging from undefined
gradualism, and since I favor free-market forces whenever possible, I recom-mend: (1) the total elimination of program-resource regulation from pay TVfor five years and (2) an effort by regulators and social scientists during thesefive years to define the public-interest elements of broadcasting that should beprotected as a national resource and measures for quantifying competitivethreats to this resource so that at the end of five years we will have a better
definition of our communications goals, experience, and measurable data uponwhich we will be able to define future policies.

Pages 22 and 76, by CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR.

With about 130,000 pay-cable subscribers out of 66 million TV homes,antisiphoning regulations are akin to protecting an elephant's feeding rights
against interference from a mouse.

Pages 22 and 76,by E. B. FITZGERALD

Current "antisiphoning" restrictions are based upon the belief that un-restricted pay cable may lead to a shifting of sports events formerly shown on
free, advertiser-supported television to pay cable. It must be pointed out, how-
ever, that this so-called siphoning threat is entirely speculative. Because of thenovelty of pay-cable technology, there is simply not enough reliable market datato make sensible predictions and decisions on how the development of pay cablewill affect broadcast vieWing patterns or, for that matter, professional sports'gate receipts, the value of over-the-air broadcast packages, advertiser response,and finally, the financial health of broadcasters, professional team sports, and
the cable industry. To fill this information void, teams should be permitted tooffer the rights to otherwise untelevised games to pay-cable systems on an ex-perimental basis. This will permit development of pertinent data upon which
knowledgeable regulatory policies can be based.

The sports programming presented on pay cable should only be supple-mental to that already available on free, over-the-air television. In this regard,
it is interesting to note that the commissioner of baseball has, on numerousoccasions, assured the FCC that there are no foreseeable circumstances underwhich such traditionally free television events as the World SerieS, the league
championships, or the all-star games would ever be marketed on a pay-cable or
subscription television basis.
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Pages 22 and76, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

While apparently conceding the undesirable social implications of per-
mitting siphoning, at least with respect to sports events, the policy statement
avoids the critical issues and alludes to several secondary, if not extraneous,
issues. Pay cable is endorsed not merely as a means of bringing to the public
spedial-interest programs which free television cannot provide but also, or even
more importantly, as a means of stimulating cable growth. The possibility of the
erosion of free television's audience and the financial base of broadcast television
is mentioned as though these matters, rather than lcss in free-program quality,
were the primary issues. Since the purpose of the rules is to ensure that the
public is not forced to pay for programs which it would otherwise have available
free of chargé, there is no point in "experimenting" with rules to determine
whether there will be "unfair competition or other developments injurious to the
public interest," whatever that may mean.

The statement is also quite unclear as to what sort of "experiment" is con-
templated. Eliminating the rules in only a few selected communities would
hardly provide a laboratory test of the incentives program suppliers would have
to withhold their wares from free television if the rules were uniformly elimi-
nated. On the other hand, a uniform, albeit "gradual and selective," weakening
of the rules that led to undesirable consequences simply would not be remedied
by a reimposition of the current rules after new investments in pay cable had
been made. Time and again the FCC has found it impossible to impose controls
retroactively. In iti 1972 cable rules, for example, the FCC even "grandfathered"
unbuilt cable systems that had a paper authorization to carry more broadcast sig-
nals than were permissible under the new rules on the theory that the FCC might
otherwise disturb the expectations and investment plans of those holding paper
authorizations. In the present context, those who rely on the possibility of reim-
posing rules as a justification for removing such controls for the present bear a
heavy burden of showing how, as a practical matter, controls could be reimposed
in the face of claims that multimillion-dollar investments in pay-cable hardware
made in the interim would be jeopardized by reimposition.

If there are those who join in the policy statement and who believe that
debasing the quality of free television service through pay-cable siphoning, at
least in the caie of motion pictures, is to be condoned in the hope that someday,
somehow cable will ripen into something else, they ought in fairness at least to
make it clear just what they are asking the American public to give up in the
hope of getting something better.

Pages 22 and 81, by C. WRED::: PETERSMEYER

I believe the statement is overly harsh on the FCC. The FCC's policies
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have resulted in the United States achieving the preeminent position ix,
world in communications (i.e.,-radio, television, satellite, and common carrier).
Given the structure of government, the rapidly and constantly changing tech-
nology and the complexity of the issues involved in formulating policy that is
in the public interest, the FCC has done a good job.

Page 28, by JOHN A. SCHNEIDER, with which CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR., HOW-
ARD C. PETERSEN, and C. WREDE PETERSMEYER have asked to be associated

I dissent from the recommendations concerning government regulation of
the broadcast press. This chapter recognizes the value of someday freeing the
broadcast press from government regulation but postpones this deregulation
until we move "from an era of technological scarcity to an era of abundance."
Whatever is meant by those terms, I believe that the benefits to be obtained
by the public from a free, vigoious, and independent broadcast press are too
important to postpone to some future day.

I would have hoped that any examination of government regulation of
the broadcast presspost Watergatewould have focused on the fundamental
inappropriateness of having a governmental agency, however well intentioned,
pass on the work of broadcast journalists. In affirming the need for a govern-
mental pi-esence to review the performance of the broadcast press, the state-
ment appears merely to rely on the existing state of the law. The Commffiee
nowhere explains why the present law is desirable, although many learned
men in the courts and Congress are questioning governmental involvement in
broadcast content.

If broadcast journalism is to be regulated because of the lack of station
and network "abundance," is not Such government regulation equally de-
sirable with respect to the national wire services and major metropolitan news-
papers? If not, why not? Such governmental regulation would be undesirable
even though there are only two national wire services and only a handful of
cities with competing newspapers. Only last year, the United States Supreme
Court held a state law that imposed reply 'obligations on newspapers to be in
violation of the First Amendment, despite contentions that economic factors
made entry into the newspaper market impossible. It has, in my judgment, yet
to be demonstrated why the policies supporting these First Amendment guar-
antees are not equally applicable to broadcast journalists.

For the same reasons that the New York Times and the Washington
Post should not have to justify the "fairness" and "accuracy" of their in-
vestigative reporting before governmental agencies, I submit that CBS should
not have to defend "The Selling of the Pentagon" before a congressional com-
mittee and NBC should not be forced to litigate the fairness of its broadcast
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"Pensions: The Broken Promise." Yet, that is where we are today and where
this statement proposes to leave us. To me, the answer is simple:' If the broad-
cast press is to be truly free, its daily performance cannot be subject to gov-
ernment examination and approvalor disapproval.

This position is not mine alone. In a landmark decision less than two
years ago, Supreme Court Justice Stewart wrote: "If we must choose whether
editorial decisions are to be made in the free judgment of individual broad-
casters, or imposed by bureaucratic fiat, the choice must be for freedom" (CBS
v. Democratic National Committee, May 29, 1973). Obviously, some of my
fellow trustees do not agree.

Given this statement's underlying philosophical premise, it is not un-
expected that its conclusions involve the retention of the fairness doctrine,
mandated free time for political candidates, and a general elitist assertion
that television is not adequately meeting its social responsibilities.

Given my position at CBS, it will come as no surprise that I disagree with
this pessimistic appraisal. I base my optimism on the fact that the ultimate
arbitersAmerican viewershave again and again found our bfoadcast product
to be worthy of their trust and attention. If my fellow trustees know of a
better test for the worthiness of a product, I welcome them to articulate it.

Page 37, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

I believe this substantially overstates the present situation. Because it is
in almost everyone's home most of the time, television has never lacked for
public response. Moreover, its high visibility invites attention from all sorts
of individuals and groups, some well meaning and some not, some well
informed and some not, some accepting the underlying premise of advertising
and the competitive profit system and .some not.

The problem for broadcasters in dealing with this is compounded by the
great public diversity on matters of morality and taste, by radically changing
standards over the last twenty years, and by the highly subjective and strongly
held nature of individual judgments on these matters. The current vogue of
consumerism and attendant group pressures add to the problem. I know of,no
industry that faces such a difficult task.

Sex and violence in programming, for example, are problems that broad-
casters have wrestled with for years. The portrayal of conflict is the central
theme in most drama. Sex has always been a major theme in most comedy.
Keeping their treatment within reasonable limits in a world of changing values
is a delicate and slifficult task. Broadcasting may not have succeeded in every
case. I would not try to defend every line that has been drawn. I can only say
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that broadcastersas communicators, as citizens, and as parentsare sensitive
to the problems and have tried hard to make careful decisions.

Page 38, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

This statement of belief (with which I wholeheartedly agree) that
"the licensee must retain full control over [programming] decisions" does not
square with other recommendations in the statement dealing with maintaining
the fairness doctrine and the bulk of Section 315.

Page 41, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

These comments regarding the Television Code simply are not in accord
with the facts. First, the code is enforceable through expulsion, and that is a
sanction which most broadcasters today would regard with concern. Second,
some subscribers have resigned when faced with the threat of expulsion.
Third, the amount of commercial time is carefully monitored, and violations
are brought to the attention of offending stations. If they do not fall in line,
they are given the opportunity to resign or be expelled. Finally, in regard to
violence and similar problems of program and commerciaf content, the code
sets the standards. The networks in programming and the agencies in commer-
cials apply those standards with considerable expenditure of money and
effort. This is a very difficult area because of the wide diversity of viewer
standards and the subjective nature of individual judgments. Honest disagree-
ment with the decision on a particular program or commercial is certainly
possible, but the mechanism is there, and it is used.

Page 41, by C. WREDE PE FERSMEYER, with which CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR.,has asked to be associated

The call for other "voices" to "contribute to the establishment of a mean-
ingful and workable course for broadcasters," is in my judgment unwise.
Broadcasters have always, by the nature of their business, listened to more
people and more groups more carefully than any industry I know. It is
besieged by voices. The institutionalization of the process is not needed. At
best, it would bc awkward and confusing; and at worst, destructive. More-
over, if such a procedure makes sense for broadcasting, why not have it for
other industries like utilities, automobiles, oil, and newspapers?
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Page 51, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

The notion that any significant number of additional VHF public tele-
vision stations is feasible, other than by purchase, is totally unsupported.
There is no information before the Committee to justify the suggestion that
other VHF channels could be added to the spectrum without causing enor-
mous loss of service to the public by interference with the signals of existing
public and commercial VHF television broadcasting stations.

Page 60, by JOHN A. SCHNEIDER, with which C. WREDE PETERSMEYER has
asked to be associated

I dissent from these recommendations for a national cable policy, recom-
mendations that fail to recognize today's realities while fantasizing about
tomorrow's world.

Cable is basically a parasitic industry, living off the investment and
knowledge of others. To assist cable still further through the lifting of restric-
tions would only serve to penalize those who have made free television a
viable industry. It would be costly to the American public and more costly to
those who can least afford it. Lifting of restrictions without adequate protec-
tion would be the first step in the elimination of a free television system in
favor of a paid system.

The statement fails to acknowledge that cable television now competes
unfairly with broadcasting. There is competition between the two for audi-
ence, the lifeblood of both industries. The national television networks spend
more than 50 percent of their gross advertising receipts for programming.
Television stations spend about one-third of their receipts for local program-
ming. Cable television's stock in trade is free broadcasting's programs, which
cable retransmits and sells for a price. Cable television makes no contribution
whatsoever to the cost of the retransmitted programswith broadcasting pay-
irig the bill.

Cable, on the other hand, is completely at liberty to acquire exclusive
rights against broadcasting to any event or program it chooses to originate,
except to the extent that such origination is prohibited by the FCC. Broad-
casting is not permitted to obtain exclusive rights to any event or program
against general cable television retransmission. For example, a program broad-
cast on a television network in which exclusive rights are bought at high cost
may be retransmitted by every cable television system in the. United States
free.

I cannot agree that "cable's commercial success has been limited by an
uncertain regulatory climate." The chart on page 65 speaks for itself. Cable
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television has grown extraordinarily in the economic and regulatory frameworkin which it has lived. Small wonder, because cable has enjoyed and continuesto enjoy extraordinary advantages. But there is no reason that cable shouldhave extraordinary guarantees of future growth. What is needed is theapplication of the normal law of copyright to cable, in which case th,sre wouldbe no need for many of the regulations that supposedly tend to iimit thegrowth of cable. Unfortunately, this matter has not been kept in perspectiveby the statement.

The statement complains that present regulation of cable treat s. it as"an adjunct to broadcast television" and "an extension of broadcasting.' Thisis realistic since cable is, and for the foreseeable future will continue to be,a dependent of broadcasting. Cable utilizes broadcast signals as its stock intrade and threatens, if importation of distant signals is not regulated, to destroythe broadcast industry upon which it exists. Part of the solution recommendedby the statement is the application of copyright to cable.
The statement is marked by ambivalence. First, it arges full applicabilityof the copyright law, then notes that "determining just compensation forcreative product distributed by cable has been extremely difficult" and callsfor economic studies to fix reasonable fees. Full applicability of the copyrightlaw means that cable systems will have to enter the marketplace just asbroadcasters do, and the marketplace will determine what the just compensa-tion is. No economic studies should fix "reasonable" fee scales as a substitutefor the free marketplace in copyright any more than such scales would besubstitutes for the marketplace in any cther field of endeavor.

The statement then advocates that the parties concerned should "jointlyestablish a schedule of royalty payments." No one who has looked into thematter can be unaware that such efforts in this field have broken down com-pletely. As long as cable enjoys free use of the property of others, there willnot be any agreement in this field.
The statement naïvely assumes that regulatory programming restrictionson cable television can be phased out and then reimposed if it "develops thatpay cable is competing unfairly or harming the public interest." The history ofregulation, fncluding cable television, is a history of "grandfathering" becauseof the impossibility of turning back the clock.

Page 60, by C. WREDE PETERSMFAR

Although the statement here is careful to draw a distinction among"three distinct forms of cable," these distinctions are completely lost andobscured in the policy advocated later in this chapter. In esseoce, the state-ment urges that the "wide array of nonbroadcast entertainment and informa-
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don services, including two-way ;ommunications," which are envisioned as
the ultimate blue-sky future of cable, can arid ought to be realized by stimu-
lating the growth of a form of cable that is dependent upon the importation
of distant broadcast signals and pay-cable m-iginations of mass-appeal enter-
tainment programs.

There is no reasonable basis for concluding that stimulating the growth
of the kind of cable operation that is dependent on distant signals and pay-
cable use of mass-appeal programs v,ould lead to the development of the
third "distinct form" of cable (i.e., true broadband communication). That this
would come about is, of course, implied by cable entrepreneurs who are in-
terested in marketing distant signals and pay cable in their "selling" effort in
Washington and among opinion leaders. The very recent history of cable
regulation shows the folly of assuming that cable operators would make the
enormous additional investment needed to develop broadband communication.
They have sought and have gotten more and more in the way of the relaxation
of rules and have offered to do less and less in the way of ancillary services,
once so important to their pitch. In 1972, the FCC gave cable growth a very
significant boost by relaxing their prior limitations on distant-signal importa-
tion. Yet, there is no indication that the subsidization of cable growth through
permissive distant-signal rules has brought the broadband communications
"blue sky" any closer to realization today than it was in 1972. Indeed, the
aspects of the FCC's 1972 regulatory program designed to compel, albeit
in a very modest way, the development of new and innovative cable services
are now being abandoned.

The requirement that larger CATV systems originate programs has been
eliminated. The requirement of separate public, educational, and govern-
mental access channels has been repeatedly waived by the FCC, and proposals
to weaken or even eliminate those requirements are under consideration. In
at least one case, the FCC has even found it difficult to force a CATV system
to expand channel capacity sufficiently to deliver all of the local television
broadcast stations that the system is obligated to carry.

Page 62, by C. WR EDE PETERSMEYER

The policy, was designed, not to protect ovei-the-air television service
from unfair competition, but to protect the viewer from the threat of dimin-
ished free service.

Page 62. by C. WREDE PETERSM EVER

The existing access channels on many post-1972 cable systems have, with
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few exceptions, gone virtually unused. Cable operators vigorously opposed and
were ultimately successful in eliminating the FCC requirement compelling.,
program originationr by larger cable operators, not because the cable open torshad other or better uses for those channels, but because they argued per-suasively that the incremental cost of filling an otherwise unuse,1 channelwas uneconomic.

The obvious fact is that the big-market cable entrepreneurs (not thehuneTeds of small-town cable operators) want a part of the main action:mass-appeal programming. An they want to put it o.A a pay basis. Start withwhat is not now available on free TV (e.g., come home games and some first-run movies ), and move out from there bit by imperceptible bi'. They knowthat their economic future does not lie in special limited-appeal programmingor exotic services except to the extent that talking about them enlists supportfrom opinion leaders and politicians. They know that the move to a broadband
communications system on anything approaching a nationwide basis is aquantum leap into an unknown future with costs of such. magnitude, returnon investment so speculative, and benefits to be gained so exotic compared toreal world needs as to rule out development by private funding. Further, theyknow that government funding on so massive a scale would raise very basicquestions of priorities in view of more pressing needs of society.

Page 63, by HERMAN L. WEISS, with which MARVIN BOWER lats asked to Ixassociated

I do not fully agree with this statement. While it is true that costs haverisen beyond expectations, this is true in almost every business and is thedirect result of double-digit inflation. The statement infers that, as a result,all potential subscribers have become disillusioned. I think it is a fact thatvery few cable television systems have had significant problems, outside of afew o': the major metropolitan areas, in attracting and holding their sub-scribers. The decline in profitability and the scarcity of venture capital is aproblem plaguing all businesses in general, and the basic reasons for this havelittle to do, in my opinior, with the technical progress of cable television. Thefundamental reasons for tre profitability trend and shortage of venture capitallie elsewhere.

Page 66,by C. WR EDE PETEESMEVER

Included in the goals, indeed the first goal, should be protecting theviewer from diminution of his present free broadcasting service.
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Page 68, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

The statement asserts that the "FCC's authority over cable is far from
clear." There is no serious question as to the FCC's broad authodty to regulate
any cable syst:i:n that retransmits broadcast signals, including any effect this
kind of cable ...nay have on the service television broadcast stations provide the
AmericaL peop;.e. There may be some question as 'to the commission's au-
thority Nv4 .:Tipect to cable systems that do not retransmit broadcast signals,
of wh:ch there are virtually none.

Page 68, by CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR.

This says in effect that the only way freedom of program content can be
achieved is by the power of wealth and that until cable reaches such a state
the FCC should control its program content.

Page 69, by CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR.

We will never have enough information to persuade the proponents of
strong regulation and protectors of the status quo that it is time to let the
potential competitors risk their own assets trying to build pay-TV cable
systems if they wish to do so. Pleas to postpone the decision appear to be
based on the unstated assumption (which has yet to be justified in any com-
plex techno-economic area) that regulators are likely to possess the knowl-
edge, objectivity, and judgment that qualified them to substitute their decision
making for that based on the risk takers' appraisal of the competitive tech-
nology and economics of the old and new systems.

Page 73, by CHARLES P. BOWEN, JR.

This is unfortunately typical of the kind of regulatory hairsplitting that
occupies the agencies; avoids the basic issues; keeps the risk-reward situa-
tion uncertain; limits the rights of the film, sports, and other program owners;
limits competition to the advantage of older technologies (i.e., movies and
over-the-air broadcasting); and wastes the taxpayers' money.

Page 74, by C. WREDE PETERSMEYER

In contrast to the uncritical embracing of the belief that the more
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traditional forms of cable television would evolve into sophisticated broadbandcommunications networks if rules with regard to distant signals and paycable were weakened or eliminated, the statement expresses gkepticism thatfree television service will be diminished in the absence of FCC rules on paycable. While it may be impossible to predict the future with precision, pastexperience and common sense offer considerable insight into the likely de-velopment of pay cable in the absence of effective regulation. Pay cable ispromoted, after all, as the box office in the home, and there has been ampleopportunity over the years to observe t:le economics of the box office. (1)Entrepreneurs using the box-office methld of distribution go to some lengthto control or curtail other access to the event. Walls are built around stadiaand theaters that charge admissions. Ho ne games are "blacked out" on localtelevision. Motion pictures in theatrica, exhibition are withheld from freetelevision exhibition until the box-office Aistribution has run its course. Evenradio and blow-by-blow television coverage of championship boxing arerestricted by promoters using pay TV in theaters. These steps are taken tomaximize revenues became many people will not pay if they can see theevent free of ehalle. ...2) Profit maximization in the box-office media dictatesusing mass-appeal, popular events whenever possible. The owner of a stadiumwould rather have a Supet tto,,A than a croquet tournament. (3) With onlya relatively small number of llolnes or attendees, the pay or box-office mediumwill generate far more revenue with which to pay the entrepreneur than theadvertiser-supported medium can generate.

Given these facts, it is highly probable that even with a relatively smallnumber of pay-cable homes, the owners of popular motion pictures and sportsevents would have powerful incentives to withhold events hour free tele-vision in order to e7tploit the new pay media. Unlike theaters and other paymedia, however, the ability of pay cable to attract popular programming awayfrom free television arises only because cable was able to exploit broadcastsignals to get into the home in the first place. In this situation, there is nothingunfair or undesirable in conditioning cable's continued exploitation of broad-cast signals upon compliance with rules designed to prevent the siphoningor shifting of programs from the free medium of near-universal availability toa pay medium of very rustricted availability. That is all the FCC's rulespurport to do.
Pay television, both over the air via subscription television stations andmore recently through the cable medium, has traditionally been defended asa means of bringing to the public programming of relatively limited appeal,which advertiser-supported television is unable or unwilling to provide to thepublic. The present FCC rules permit the use of pay cable for these purposes.Live theater, ballet, opera, unusual sports, and all manner of musical pro-ductions as well as certain feature films and other sports events are available
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for pay-cable purposes under the present rules, and pay cable has come into
existence and grown at a rather rapid rate in compliance with those rules.
Thus, the issue is, not whether there should be a mix of "various forms of
financing" to support programming via cable, but whether the public should
be forced to pay or be deprived of programs that, except for the existence
of pay cable, would otherwise be available on free television.

Page 80, by JOHN A. SCHNEIDER, with which C. WREDE PETERSMEYER hos
asked to be associated

I dissent from the recommendations for a reorganization of the regu-
latory system, which propose a course of action that we should all approach

with caution.
The first warning signal comes from the need to reach back to the 1930s

for support for the proposition that the Federal Communications Commission
has not "come to grips with the major policy problems which are involved in
the regulation of the radio industry." Since that time, of course, the United
States has developed the most diversified, satisfying, and successful free broad-
casting system in the world for both radio and television; the most efficient
telephone system in the world; 'the technology for both domestic and inter-
national satellite systems; the ability to communicate from space probes deep
into the solar system. All of this and more occurred in spite of what Chapter 5

refers to as the commission having "drifted, vacillated, and stalled in almost
every major area."

It is clear what some of the critics of the commission cited by Chapter 5
were after: executive control of the administrative agencies. As applied to the
FCC, that could mean executive control of the electronic news media.

Robert Cushman, the critic of the 1930s, proposed that administrative
agencies be placed in executive departments, since he viewed the basic prob-
lem as their independence. James Landis, in a similar mood, proposed an
office for the oversight of regulatory agencies to be created within the Execu-
tive Office of the President, to assure the efficient execution of the laws those
agencies administer.

I would have thought we were too close to the recent attempts by the
administration to muffle electronic news to see this suggestion raised anew. I
also note that, contrary to the impression given by this chapter, the Hoover
Commission found that the independent agencies had "largely achieved free-
dom from direct partisan influence in the administration of their statutes" and
specifically rejected the Cushman conclusion that they be incorporated into
the executive departments.

Both Cushman and Landis urged creation of a separate communications
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court to deal with adjudicatory matters in much the same fashion as recom-
mended by Chapter 5. When first spoken, suggestions to "break up" the
commission have a nice sound to them. As a life-long broadcast professional,I have felt the weight of commission indecision on significant matters. As a
layman, however, I cannot agree that the adjudicatory process is any more
precise or predictable. On the contrary, I find it a much more wasteful, dila-
tory, and expensive way of arriving at the same resulta decision that is firmand precise only until the next case is decided. In this, regard, the Hoover
report urged improving the hearing procedure; Hoover recognized the prob-lem of costly adjudication and apparently saw fit not to suggest a separate
communications court.

I had always thought Congress set the basic communications policy andthe FCC was to administer it. We now have a suggestion that a further sepa-ration be created: Congress to set the basic policies, the commission to estab-lish the rules and regulations, and a separate and independent communicationscourt to interpret and apply those policies, rules, and regulations.
Unless this Committee is prepared to address directly whether the FCCshould be abolished as an administrative agency (a course I am not suggest-ing), I cannot understand its urging creation of a separate communications

court modeled after the Tax Cc.Lat. For unless the commission continues tohave adjudicatory functions, it would have no more justification for existence
as an agency separate from the executive department than would the Internal
Revenue Service, which issues tax regulations subject to adjudication beforethe Tax Court.

Page 83, by W. D. EBEBLE

Although a court can review and adjudicate the issues before the com-
mission, it does not create a method for greater responsibility by the FCC on
public-policy issues. It is this responsibility to the public that is urgently
needed and is really being addressed by the paper. In addition to the court,
it might be well to give to the President and the oversight committees of the
Senate and House the right to ask the FCC at any time to review a policyissue. Then, the FCC would hold public hearings and make a decision on
these matters. This, I believe, would keep the regulatory agencies independentbut, at the same time, responsive by making it appropriate and legal forCongress and the President to raise issues as needed. Obviously, Congresscould do this by legislation at any time, but experience indicates prompterresults can be achieved by Congress or the executive branch requesting actionthan by implementing positive action themselves, as they do not have the
expertise or the time.
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Page 86, by C. WR EDE PETERSMEYER

This proposal ignores the realities of today. The present FCC is bom-
barded with views from all sorts of people and all sorts of organizations. In
part this comes from commission encouragement over a number of years and
in part from the increasing awareness of various groups that broadcasters and
government agencies often respond to pressure. Abetting the process have been
the public-interest law firms financed by various foundations.

As I see it, the danger today is quite the opposite. Vocal and well-
financed special-interest groups usually get far more hearing and exert far
more influence than their numbers justify. The great majority is seldom orga-
nized, almost never represented, and thus is seldom heard.



APPENDIX A
A BRIEF REGULATORY HISTORY OF CABLE TELEVISION

Cable television began in the late 1940s as community antenna
television ( CATV ), a method of bringing existing television signals to
mountainous or remote areas where reception was weak or nonexistent. A
receiving antenna would be installed on a mountaintop; there, television
signals were received, amplified, and sent by cable into homes in the
valley below or other areas that had inadequate reception. Later, the idea
spread to larger cities, where high buildings interfered with reception.

For years, the regulation of cablP was left almost entirely in the hands
of local government. Unierfinanced, overburdened, and ill eepipped to
cope with new technologies, local governments saw cable mostly as a
means of bringing improved television service to their citizens. They
failed to appreciate the wider range of opportunities that the new tech-
nology might offer. Typically, a prospective cable operator, often the local
television or hi-fi repairman, would come to a city council meeting re-
questing permission to run cables along and across city streets. An ordi-
nance would be passed granting such a license. In some cases, cities would
charge a franchise fee that went into its general fund; but in many cases,
no other requirements were imposed on the operator. Many cities awarded
franchises without even requiring that a system be built promptly; con-
versely, some systems operated without any franchise at all.

State regulations during cable's early growth might have brought
some uniformity to the local franchising process, especially if the FCC
had provided the states with policy guidance or at least with the assur-
ance that state action would not be preempted by the federal govern-
ment. Despite scattered attempts by state public utilities commissions or
legislatures to assert control over cable, no state directly controlled cable
television on the basis of a specific code until late in 1963, when Con-
necticut's General Assembly granted its Public Utilities Commission the
power to award all cable franchises. Even today, only twelve states have
assumed authority over cable, and only three have established separate
cable commissions for this purpose.

As a result of the hands-off policy at the state and federal levels,
hundreds upon hundreds of cable franchises were granted with require-
ments varying not only from state to state but from county to county and
even_from township to township. The crazy-quilt pattern that developed
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in local regulation of cable was as fragmented and as lacking in order as
local gmernments themselves.'

The sceds of federal regulation of cable were planted in 1952 when
the FCC lifteci its freeze on new television licenses and disclosed a new
plan for .thannel cillocation. With the aim of furthering local service, the
commission launched a major promotion of ultrahigh-frequency ( UHF)
televisicu. However, the FCC's goal of gradually building a system of
small-town stations conflicted with the public's desire to receive immedi-
ate y at least the programming of tbe three networks. Many small com-
munities could not support three network stations, and translators and
boosters were widely used to relay signals beyond the normal coverage
areas of big-city stations. Cable systems offered another alternative means
of extending ,iervice.

At first, the FCC did not assert its jurisdiction over cable; and even
today, the commission's authority over cable is not clear-cut. Congress has
yet to enact any law that grants the FCC specific regulatory authority
over cable. As a result, basic policies have been worked out by the com-
mission under review by the courts.

Federal regulation developed indirectly; for example, the 1962 Car-
ter Mountain Transmission Corporation case imposed certain carriage
and nonduplication conditions on a microwave system transmitting sig-
nals to a cable system.2 In 1965, these conditions were extended to all
systems served by microwave, but cable systems not depending on micro-
wave transmission were not subjected to regulation at that time.

During the sixties, cable grew in smaller communities. Its principal
attraction, the importation of distant signals, began to disturb local broad-
casters, who believed that cable was a form of unfair competition, that it
would fragment their audiences and endanger their advertising revenues.
Although cable was fulfilling a definite consumer need, the FCC also saw
it as a threat to the local broadcasters and to the design for local service
laid out in 1952. The FCC argued that if local stations were forced off the
air, only cable subscribers would be able to receive television signals.
Because of their cost, the FCC reasoned, cable systems would only serve
densely populated areas whose residents were able to pay for service,
thus leaving rural America and the urban poor with no television service
at all.

I See Modernizing Local Government (1966).
2 44 FCC, 2776 (1962).
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Therefore, in 1965, the FCC issued its First Report and Order, which
extended its authority to the regulation of all microwave-fed cable sys-
tems.s Although the 1952 plan had ruled out government protection of
broadcasters' markets, the First Report and Order argued that competi-
tion from cable must be limited in order to keep local service, especially
UHF, alive. It contained two main requirements: Every cable system
must carry the signal of every television station within approximately
sixty miles, and it must refrain from carrying any program broadcast on
any local station for fifteen days before and after that broadcast.

The commission's Second Report and Order was issued in March
1966, less than eleven months after the first.4 It reaffirmed and asserted
the FCC's jurisdiction oVer all cable systems and set down its new major
market distant signal policy. This policy stated that cable systems in the
top 100 markets could not import distant signals without express commis-
sion approval. Although cable systems could grow in small communities,
the effect of this rule was that they could not bring additional program-
ming into the top markets without a hearing. This restriction was based
particularly on the FCC's concern over the future of UHF. The commis-
sion reasoned that UHF was most likely to grow in major metropolitan
areas; thus, it dampened cable's growth in those areas.

Even after the Second Report and Order, there was some contro-
versy about whether the FCC actually had the authority to regulate cable
television. This was decided in part by the case of Southwestern Cable Co.
vs. United States, which involved the importation of distant signals into
a major market (San Diego). In 1968, the Supreme Court ruled that the
Communications Act gave the FCC authority over cable television but
that its authority was limited to what was reasonably ancillary to the
effective performance of the commission's responsibility to regulate over-
the-air television. The Court did not give an opinion on the FCC's power
to regulate cable under other conditions or for other purposes.

As the commission acquired further experience with cable, it relaxed
its policies. In 1968, it issued interim rules requiring larger cable systems
to begin some new services (such as program origination) .that had for-
merly been barred. It maintained the restriction on cable in the top 100
markets, although it reduced the protective zone around each central
city substantially. The program-origination requirement was dropped in
November 1974.

30 FCC, 683 (1965).

4 2 FCC, 2d 725 (1966).
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These rules were in effect only until 1972, when the present rulesgoverning cable were adopted. The Cable Television Report and Order(also known as the Third Report and Order) presented the most complexand comprehensive position taken by the FCC on cable.5 Under theserules, cable was freer than before to expand into large markets, but theamount of competition it could offer was still limited. The FCC hadmodified its objective of pintecting small stations and promoting UHFat cable's expense. However, it still restricted the expansion of cable intothe larger markets, although it did not forbid such expansion.
Under the 1972 rules, all systems must carry all local stations, anddistant signals may be imported only up to certain limits set by the FCC,depending on market size. The report stated that in comparison withsystems in the top 100 markets, cable in smaller markets would be per-mitted to import fewer signals because the populations were smaller andbecause the small, local broadcaster would be more vulnerable to suchcompetition. In order to open new outlets for local expression, the reportstated that each system must provide channels for free public access,educational use, and local government use; it also -specified standards ofvideo and aural quality.

Before 1968, pay television ( then known as subscription television,or STV) was authorized by the FCC only on an experimental basis. In1968, the FCC issued regulations restricting the programming contentof STV. In 1970, the FCC formally applied these rules to pay cable° andin 1972 incorporated them into the FCC's new rules cn cable television.
These regulations are: (1) Generally released feature films that are be-tween two and ten years old may not be shown on cable television. Filmsthat are over ten years old may be shown one week in each calendarmonth. ( 2);Sports events that have been on broadcast television in thepast two years may not be offered by pay cable. (3 ) Serial programmingis banned from pay cable. (4) Movies and sports cannot total more than90 percent of the total pay cablecast hours, measured on a yearly basis,or 95 percent of the programming for any calendar month.

The FCC rules ban cable-system ownership within a particular com-munity by broadcast television stations serving the same community;television networks are prohibited from owning cable systems. Telephonecompanies are also prohibited from operating systems within their tele-phone franchise area.

5 36 FCC, 2d 141 (1972).
6 23 FCC, 2d 825 (1970).
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Objectives of
the Committee
for Economic
Development

For three decades, the Committee for Economic
Development has had a respected influence on bus-
iness and public policy. Composed of two hundred
leading business executives and educators, CED
is devoted to these two objectives:

To develop, through objective research and in-
formed discussion, findings and recommendations

for private and public policy which will contribute to preserving and
strengthening our free society, achieving steady economic growth at
high employment arid reasonably stable prices, increasing productivity
and living standards, providing greater and more equal opportunity for
every citizen, and improving the quality of life for all.

To bring about increasing understanding by present and future leaders in
business, government, and education and among concerned citizens of the
importance of these objectives and the ways in which they can be achieved.

CED's work is supported strictly by private voluntary contributions from
business and industry, foundations, and individuals. It is independent,
nonprofit, nonpartisan, and nonpolitical.

The two hundred trustees, who generally are presidents or board chairmen
of corporations and presidents of universities, are chosen for their individ-
ual capacities rather than as representatives of any particular interests. By
working with scholars, they unite business judgment and experience with
scholarship in analyzing the issues and developing recommendations to
resolve the economic problems that constantly arise in a dynamic and
democratic society.

Through this business-academic partnership, CED endeavors to develop
policy statements and other research materials that commend themselves
as guides to public and business policy; for use as texts in college economics
and political science courses and in management training courses; for con-
sideration and discussion by newspaper and magazine editors, columnists,
and commentators; and for distribution abroad to promote better under-
standing of the American economic system.

CED believes that by enabling businessmen to aemonstrate constnictively
their concern for the general welfare, it is helping business to earn and
maintain the national and community respect essential to the successful
functioning of the free enterprise capitalist system.
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Statements on National Policy
Issued by the Research

and Policy Committee

(publications in print)

Broadcasting and Cable Television:
Policies for Diversity and Change (April 1975 )

Achieving Energy Independence (December 1974)

A New U.S. Farm Policy for Changing World Food Needs (October 1974)
Congressional Decision Making forNational Security September 1974)

°Toward a New International Economic System:
A Joint Japanese-American View (June 1974)

More Effective Programs for a Cleaner Environment (Apri/ 1974)

The Management and Financing of Colleges (October 1973)

Strengthening the World Monetary System (July 1973)

Financing the Nation's Housing Needs (April 1973)

Building a National Health-Care System (April 1973)

°A New Trade Policy Toward Communist Countries (September 1972)

High Employment Without Inflation:
A Positive Program for Economic Stabilization (July 1972)

Reducing Crime and Assuring Justice (June 1972)

Military Manpower and National Security (February 1972)

The United States and the European Community (November 1971)

Improving Federal Program Performance (September 1971)

Social Responsibilities of BusineFs Corporations (June 1971)

Education for the Urban Disadvantaged:
From Preschool to Employment (March 1971)

°Statements issued in association with CED counterpart organizations inforeign countries.
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Further Wealns Against Inflation (November 1970)

Making Congress More Effective (September 1970)

°Development Assistance to Southeast Asia (July 1970)

Training and Jobs for the Urban Poor (July 1970)

Improving the Public Welfare System (April 1970)

Reshaping Government in Metropolitan Areas (February 1970)

Economic Growth in the United States (October 1969)

Assisting Development in Low-Income Countries (September 1969)

°Nontariff Distortions of Trade (September 1969)

Fiscal and Monetary Policies for Steady Economic Growth (January 1969)

Financing a Better Election Sy3tem (December 1968)

Innovation in Education: New Directions for the American School (July 1968)

Modernizing State Government (July 1967)

°Trade Policy Toward Low-Income Countries (June 1967)

How Low Income Countries Can Advance Their Own Growth (September 1966)

Modernizing Local Government (July 1966)

A Better Balance in Federal Taxes on Business (April 1966)

Budgeting for National Objectives (January 1966)

Presidential Succession and Inability (January 2965)

Educating Tomorrow's Managers (October 1964)

Improving Executive Management in the Federal Government (July 1964)

Trade Negotiations for a Better Free World Economy (May 1964)

Union Powers and Union Functions: Toward a Better Balance (March 1964)

Japan in the Free World Economy (April 1963)

Economic Literacy for Americans (March 1962)

Cooperation for Progress in Latin America (April 1961)

°Statements issued in association with CED counterpart organizations in
foreign countries.
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